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Preface

The development of this curriculum resource is in direct response to increasing demand in the 
field for training materials that target specific applications of work-related skills. It has particular 
authenticity and value because of the process that preceded it. In 2005, Literacy Network 
Northeast (LNN) published comprehensive exit assessment demonstrations for ten different 
entry-level jobs. 

You can view these demonstrations on the NALD website at: http://library.nald.ca/search?q=
Connecting+to+Workplaces&collection=research&collection=learning, 

or on Demonstrations Ontario by AlphaPlus at: http://demonstrations.alphaplus.ca/simplesearch.
asp,

or at LNN’s website at www.nt.net/literacy.

These exit demonstrations are unique in that each one has been validated by a group of 
employers in that particular job field. Employers agreed that if they had a job applicant who 
had completed this demonstration successfully, they would most likely grant that person a job 
interview. This is a huge step forward in securing employer recognition of skills as opposed to 
the more common application criterion of a Grade 12 diploma. 

Following this success, in 2006 the National Literacy Secretariat provided funding for the next 
step - support curriculum for five validated exit demonstrations. LBS curricula are now available 
for the entry-level positions of Cashier, Nanny, Taxi Driver, Chambermaid or Housekeeping 
Staff, and Florist Assistant. These too can be found on LNN’s website. It is important to note 
that the curriculum for each position is written for the learner and at the LBS level required 
for success at each particular job (Cashier – L 3/4, Nanny – L 2/3, Taxi Driver – L 2/3, 
Chambermaid or Housekeeping Staff - L 2/3, and Florist Assistant - L 3). Tips and notes for the 
practitioner for each lesson along with an answer key for the learning activities are included. 

Following the completion of the exit demonstrations, the Ministry of Training, Colleges and 
Universities provided funding to complete the last step – support curriculum for the last five 
validated exit demonstrations. LBS curricula are now available for the entry-level positions 
of Fishing/Hunting Guide, Forestry Worker, Laundromat Operator, Pet Groomer and Security 
Guard. It is again important to note that the curriculum for each position is written for the learner 
and at the LBS level required for success at each particular job (Fishing/Hunting Guide – L 2/3, 
Forestry Worker – L 3, Laundromat Operator – L 4, Pet Groomer – L 3/4 and Security Officer 
– L 2/3). Again, tips and notes for the practitioner for each lesson, along with an answer key for 
the learning activities, are included.
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Following a true outcomes approach - working backwards from the desired outcome - 
each curriculum provides the training learners need in order to complete the job-specific 
demonstration successfully. Each curriculum has five chapters based on the five core skills that 
employers identified as essential to the job, with applications and learning activities for each 
skill. To see the skills required for a particular entry-level position, check the Profile
Chart included in this resource. 

It is interesting to see the degree of overlap in Essential Skills demanding the same level of 
complexity and competency. This overlap provides added value for practitioners and learners in 
two ways: 

1)    Practitioners can work with learners using different curriculum resources at the same time.  
       For example, practioners can teach core skills to everyone in a group and provide learning  
       activities which are specific to individual interests. 

2)    Practitioners can use these resources as models for teaching core skills required in other  
       entry-level jobs. Based on primary and secondary research for each position, the curriculum 

•   builds on Service Canada’s Essential Skills and Essential Skills Profiles
•   uses authentic workplace documents and real-to-life stories
•   illustrates the transferability of each skill
•   offers rigorous learning activities that are inventive and engaging
•   provides opportunities for learner self-reflection, self-assessment and discussion

To ensure consistency, the five writers and the project coordinator kept in close contact 
throughout the writing phase, reading each other’s work and making suggestions. An additional 
team of five reviewers also read the manuscripts and offered feedback, and learners who piloted 
each resource gave their views on the value and usability and their enjoyment of the resources. 
Finally, a number of individual employers added their high approval rating to these materials. As 
a result, LNN is very proud to offer these quality resources to the field and is confident in highly 
recommending these materials to adult learners in Ontario.
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Pet Groomer Profile

Participating employers ranked these Essential Skills in order of importance. This order may 
change according to each individual company or employer. The Connecting To Workplaces 
Project focused on the identified top five skills. Take note that what is of importance to 
employers may extend beyond the skills, abilities or knowledge LBS programs can provide and 
may require partnering with other programs.

“Pet Groomer Profile” continues on next page 

Pet Groomer Profile 

Participating employers ranked these Essential Skills in order of importance. This order 
may change according to each individual company or employer. The Connecting To 
Workplaces Project focused on the identified top five skills. Take note that what is of 
importance to employers may extend beyond the skills, abilities or knowledge LBS 
programs can provide and may require partnering with other programs. 

Within LBS - mandated reading, writing and numeracy skills  
Within LBS - mandated speaking and listening skills  
Within LBS - mandated problem solving, teamwork, and critical thinking 
Outside of LBS mandate, but possible with partnership 

“Pet Groomer Profile” continues on next page

HRSDC
Essential 
Skills 

Most
Important Important

Most
Important

Time 
Management 

Be on time Take initiative
Work
independently

Maintain 
attendance 

Take
responsibility 
for own work 

Writing Skills 
Complete 
simple forms 

Make
journals, 
keep logs 

Write
directions,
instructions 

Write notes, 
messages

Complete 
charts 

Math Skills 
Make
calculations 
with dollars 

Operate a 
cash register 

Process
payments 

Multiply and 
divide

Add and 
subtract with 
carrying

Reading
Skills 

Read forms, 
labels 

Read, follow 
instructions, 
directions 

Read manuals 
on pet care 

Read policies, 
regulations

Read
correspondence

Important
Additional
Skills 

Foster
successful 
client
relationships 

Listen, 
understand 
information 

Be alert, 
conscious at 
all times 

Provide clear 
information 

Accept
feedback
appropriately
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“Pet Groomer Profile”begins on previous page

Pet Groomer Profile
More Workplace Information from Participating Employers

Methods most often used to train employees: 
(In order of importance)

1.   Job Shadowing
2.   Video 

Requirements most employers look for:

1.   Own Transportation
2.   WHMIS
3.   First Aid
4.   Bondable
5.   Grade 12

Courses employers most often provide to employees:

1.   WHMIS
2.   Basic Pet Grooming/Cleaning
3.   Training on cash

Number of employers who stated they would hire applicants who do not have a Grade 12 
equivalent:

Yes – 2 employers  No – 0 
         
Number of employers who would consider applicants who could demonstrate or submit 
their demonstration results:

Yes – 2 employers  No – 0 

Employers also base their hiring decisions on whether or not applicants have:

Experience with animals, no fear of animals (being scratched, bitten, etc.) 
Positive attitude, willingness to learn, basic grooming skills.



 

Pet Groomer 
Curriculum
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LBS LEVEL 3/4: Pet Groomer Curriculum Introduction

Introduction – Read This Before You Begin!

Is the Pet Groomer Curriculum for me?

Do you want to become a pet groomer, or are you exploring the possibility? This curriculum has 
scenarios and activities that will help you to acquire skills and practices you would use working 
as a pet groomer. You will be introduced to Jody, who is learning to become a pet groomer, and 
her two employers, Mike and Cheryl. These characters will accompany you through the next five 
chapters as colleagues at The Grooming Place.

How do I know that the activities in this curriculum are relevant?

Employers of pet groomers say that the number one way they train employees is through job 
shadowing. Basically, this means that you follow another employee or the employer and mirror 
his or her activities. You have a chance to do that right now at The Grooming Place with Jody 
who is new to the job. Like you, Jody has upgraded her academic skills so that she is ready for a 
job. Now she is taking the skills she has learned: time management, writing, math, reading, and 
understanding and providing information, and using them in her new job. The activities are new 
to her but her Essential Skills are the same. 

What are Essential Skills? Do I have any?

According to Human Resources and Skills Development Canada, Essential Skills:

•   are the skills needed for work, learning and life
•   provide the foundation for learning all other skills
•   enable people to evolve with their jobs and adapt to workplace change

Nine Essential Skills have been identified: Reading Text, Document Use, Numeracy, Writing, 
Oral Communication, Working with Others, Thinking Skills, Computer Use, and Continuous 
Learning. As you can see from this list, you already possess these skills to some extent and use 
them in your daily life. Employers have identified the five most important Essential Skill areas 
for a pet groomer, and these are the ones that are focused on in this curriculum.

What will I find in the Pet Groomer Curriculum?

Let’s take a brief look at chapter contents so you will know what to expect.
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LBS LEVEL 3/4: Pet Groomer Curriculum Introduction

In Chapter One, Jody practises her time management skills. The most important time 
management activities Jody needs to perform as a pet groomer are:

  ►   Getting to work on time
  ►   Taking initiative at work when she has spare time
  ►   Working independently by appropriately filling in the grooming appointment book

According to pet groomer employers, these are the primary skills needed by their employees. 

In Chapter Two, you’ll practise your writing skills. At The Grooming Place, Jody is 
required to:

  ►   Use her writing skills to fill in forms related to her job
  ►   Keep a log in the form of a grooming record
  ►   Write instructions, directions and notes that others have to read

You will also have the opportunity to practise these important skills.

In Chapter Three, you will be doing math at The Grooming Place. Along with Jody, you 
will be required to:

  ►   Read and write decimal numbers 
  ►   Perform money calculations 
  ►   Make change correctly 

It is important to know how to work with money as a pet groomer so that you can serve clients 
who are paying to have their dogs groomed.

Chapter Four is about using your reading skills on the job. Specifically, Jody reads forms 
and labels that give instructions and directions. Most of the reading you need to do at a 
groomers has to do with the care of grooming equipment and specific instructions on grooming 
pets.

Finally, in Chapter Five you’ll be practising some additional skills: listening and 
understanding information as well as providing clear information. Both of these skills are 
essential for delivering quality customer service.
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LBS LEVEL 3/4: Pet Groomer Curriculum Introduction

How do I use this curriculum?

You may have access to the Pet Groomer Curriculum in a number of ways. Your instructor may 
have given you a disc or the web address. Or you may have received it in a print format. Print 
format is the preferred medium for this curriculum. If you are unable to print out the entire 
curriculum, then at least print out the authentic documents that you need to fill out in order to 
complete the activities. You may wish to have both a printed copy and a computer version so that 
you can more easily access the websites used in certain sections.

How can I get the most out of this curriculum?

You will benefit most from the activities and information in this curriculum by taking your time 
and going over the scenarios and activities slowly and carefully. Speed comes with practice and, 
for now, you will want to absorb as much information and experience as you possibly can from 
working through the following five chapters. 

Spend time on the Paws to Think questions; really try and think what you would do as a pet 
groomer. 

When it comes to the self-assessment, take the time to reflect carefully on your responses.

Where can I go to find more information?

The following is a list of some of the websites that have been used in this curriculum. 

http://www.bubblebath.ca/index.html
http://www.comfycouch.ca/operating_hours.htm
http://www.thepetcenter.com/groom/gr.html
http://www.canadasguidetodogs.com/grooming.htm
http://www.groomertogroomer.com/
http://www.petgroom.ca/_dog_grooming_salon_servic.html
http://www.pooch.ca/default.asp
http://www.tlc4dogs.com/index.html

As well, to find out more about Essential Skills, visit:

http://srv108.services.gc.ca/english/general/home_e.shtml

To go to the Essential Skills site for Pet Groomers and Animal Care Workers (National 
Occupation Code 6483), visit:

http://srv108.services.gc.ca/english/profiles/74.shtml
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What happens when I finish this curriculum?
When you have completed the Pet Groomer Curriculum, you will be ready to undertake the Pet 
Groomer Demonstration. This demonstration has been validated by Pet Groomer employers who 
stated that they would accept the completed demonstration along with a prospective employee’s 
resume to assist them in making a hiring decision.

In each chapter we say that you are one step closer to getting the job you want. By the time you 
have successfully completed the curriculum and the demonstration, you will have the Essential 
Skills that employers are looking for in their pet groomers. 

Get ready to practise your skills at The Grooming Place!
 

LBS LEVEL 3/4: Pet Groomer Curriculum Introduction
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LBS LEVEL 3/4: Pet Groomer Curriculum Introduction

Practitioner Introduction to the Pet Groomer Curriculum
The Pet Groomer Curriculum focuses on the Essential Skills that employers say are necessary for 
pet groomers. Each chapter focuses on separate skill sets from most important in Chapter One to 
important in Chapter Five. 

The activities in this curriculum are at LBS level 3. Each chapter contains scenarios from The 
Grooming Place and attending activities. As well, there are questions that the learner should 
answer in each chapter under the heading Paws to Think. It would be very useful for the learner 
to have the opportunity to reflect on these questions with an instructor or a volunteer. If, by 
chance, you have two learners working on this curriculum at the same time, they could discuss 
these questions together. 

At the end of each chapter, the learner fills out a self-assessment that she or he should hand in to 
you for your comments. 

Essentially, the learner should be able to work through the curriculum with very little help or 
instruction. A quick look at the activities will tell you whether or not a prospective learner is 
ready for the Pet Groomer Curriculum. 

After the learner has completed the curriculum, she or he will be ready for the demonstration, 
which can be downloaded from Demonstrations Ontario:
http://demonstrations.alphaplus.ca/ or Literacy Network Northeast’s website: www.nt.net/
literacy. 
 
Workforce curricula provide a great way for learners to practise their literacy and Essential 
Skills in a simulated workplace setting. Even if learners don’t want to be pet groomers, they 
would still benefit from some of the activities in this curriculum that can be transferred to other 
employment settings. For example, the math skills in Chapter Three are transferable to many 
retail environments. Using workforce curricula increases learner confidence in their ability to 
perform real job tasks.

Good luck with the Pet Groomer Curriculum!

 



 

Chapter One

Time Management
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LBS LEVEL 3/4: Pet Groomer Curriculum     Chapter 1

Learner Introduction to Chapter One: 

Pet Grooming and Time Management

In Chapter One you will meet Jody who is beginning work 
as a pet groomer. Jody loves animals, especially dogs and 
cats, but she soon discovers that working at The Grooming 
Place requires many more skills than just being good with 
pets.

Jody learns that one of the most important skills she must 
have is managing time, specifically, job task planning 
and organizing. This is a recognized Essential Skill and 
in Essential Skills language means “the extent to which 
workers plan and organize their own tasks”. In Chapter One, 
Jody uses job task planning and organizing:

 ►   To be on time
 ►   To take initiative at work when she has spare time
 ►   To work independently by appropriately filling in the grooming appointment book

Perhaps most importantly, Jody first learns to organize herself. In other words, she reflects on her 
own activities and plans her mornings so that she can be on time and ready for work.

Next, Jody learns to use her time efficiently by taking initiative. Most of her training at 
The Grooming Place takes the form of job shadowing. However, it isn’t always appropriate or 
necessary for her to follow around the owners, Mike and Cheryl. When Jody has some spare 
time at work she uses it to look through a copy of an illustrated guide to dog breeds and match 
dogs with the grooming price list that is kept at the front counter by the appointment book. She 
reads up on the characteristics of specific breed coats: whether they are short or long, whether 
they mat or tangle easily, whether they have a thick undercoat, and so on.

Finally, Jody works independently by taking calls from clients and fitting their dogs’ grooming 
sessions appropriately into the appointment book. This is essential task planning for a pet 
groomer.

  Essential Skills Database http://srv108.services.gc.ca/english/general/readers_guide.aspx?section_number=56
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LBS LEVEL 3/4: Pet Groomer Curriculum     Chapter 1

To get the maximum benefit from working through this chapter, it’s important to put yourself 
in Jody’s place and think like a pet groomer. What would you do if you were faced with a 
similar situation? Try answering the questions that appear in bold by yourself before looking 
at the answers. The Paws to Think section will give you further opportunity to reflect on some 
information or situations you may encounter when working as a pet groomer. You can write 
your answers to these questions in the space provided. Your instructor may wish you to discuss 
some of your responses, or there may be another learner in your program who is also planning 
to become a pet groomer. If so, you can discuss your answers and insights together. Whether 
your discussion is with your instructor or another learner, talking over what you think will help 
you to learn even more.

Finally, after each scenario, there is an activity that is similar to one you would be required to 
perform while working as a pet groomer. There are three scenarios and three activities in this 
chapter. The first activity you can complete on your own by following the instructions after the 
scenario. The second and third activities involve role play where your instructor or a volunteer 
will call you to enquire about or make an appointment for his/her dog. For the purpose of the 
role plays you will answer the phone as though you actually work at The Grooming Place. 
After each activity, your instructor or tutor will provide feedback or clarify any questions 
or concerns.
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LBS LEVEL 2/3:  Hunting/Fishing Guide     Chapter 1

Learning Outcomes for Chapter One

After working through this chapter, you should be able to:

 ►   Plan a routine to be on time
 ►   Take initiative at work in your spare time
 ►   Work independently by appropriately filling in the grooming appointment book

At the end of the chapter, you will be able to assess yourself on these essential workplace 
skills.

 

LBS LEVEL 3/4: Pet Groomer Curriculum     Chapter 1
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LBS LEVEL 3/4: Pet Groomer Curriculum     Chapter 1

Scenarios and Activities

Scenario 1-1
Jody was thrilled with her new pet grooming job. She had been very nervous in the interview, 
but everything had worked out well. To be ready for her first day at work, Jody thought about 
what Mike, co-owner and groomer at The Grooming Place, had said was most important to 
him. He had talked a lot about time management. Fortunately, Jody knew what he was talking 
about and was able to give some examples of how she managed her own time. Mike had seemed 
pleased with her responses.

When Jody was in her upgrading program, she had learned about Essential Skills. She’d been 
given an assignment to research the Essential Skills website and discovered that many employers 
think that the time management skill of task planning and organizing is an Essential Skill to 
have on the job. Mike told her that her most important time management skill would be to be 
on time! At first Jody thought this was a bit obvious. After all, who wouldn’t be on time for 
a job? But then she remembered her early days in her upgrading program. She had been late 
every day for almost two weeks until she got used to the schedule. The pet groomer job started 
even earlier in the morning. Would Jody be able to plan and organize her morning to be there 
on time? She liked Mike, but she knew that he would not be impressed if she were late for work 
without an extremely good reason. In fact, Jody was pretty sure she’d be out of a job in no time. 
Jody decided she would think about what it was like when she first started upgrading and the 
changes she had had to make in her mornings to make sure she was on time for class. Then, she 
thought she should make sure that her morning activities would allow her to get to work at The 
Grooming Place on time.

Before Jody had started upgrading, she used to sleep in a lot. She was very fussy about her 
clothes and appearance, so sometimes it would take a long time to shower, get dressed and do 
her hair and makeup. Also, she had to eat breakfast and pack a lunch before she left. 

On the first day of upgrading, Jody had run all the way to the bus stop. She left the house at 9:15 
am and was supposed to be in class by 9 am. Then, Jody made the discovery that the buses only 
ran every 15 minutes up to 9 am, and after that they ran every half hour on the quarter hour. She 
just missed the 9:15 bus and had to wait until 9:45 for the next bus. The first day of upgrading, 
she was very, very late. 

The next day was a little better. Jody set her alarm for a half hour earlier. She might have been 
on time if her cat hadn’t slept on her black jeans. 

Essential Skills Home  http://srv108.services.gc.ca/english/general/home_e.shtml
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Her cat, Gomez, was big, fluffy and white. Jody had searched for her blue jeans, but they were at 
the bottom of the laundry pile. She got to school at 9:30 with slightly furry jeans.

For Wednesday morning, Jody left her alarm set at the same time but washed her blue jeans so 
they were ready to go. Unfortunately, she hadn’t noticed she was out of coffee. Jody wasted time 
scouring the cupboards for a new bag, but no luck. Meanwhile, the minutes ticked by and Jody 
was lucky to catch the 9:15 bus and get to class by 9:45. 

That day, Jody’s instructor, Alison, had a word with her about the importance of being punctual 
for class. 

“I know it’s important!” Jody had said. “But it’s really not my fault!”

Alison gave Jody her first Internet assignment on time management and organization. Jody 
learned from her research that she was giving herself enough time to get ready in the morning 
only if everything went exactly as planned. But Jody was learning that life rarely works that way. 
Her assignment from her instructor, Alison, was to make a schedule for everything she needed to 
do in the morning. Here is what Jody’s morning looked like:

7:00    Alarm wakes me
7:05    Shower
7:15    Get dressed
7:25    Make coffee
7:30    Feed Gomez
7:35    Eat breakfast
7:45    Do hair
8:00    Do makeup
8:10    Make lunch
8:20    Pack backpack
8:25    Walk to bus stop 
8:30    Catch bus
 

Jody thought it looked pretty good. Alison thought it was a good beginning, but it needed some 
work.

LBS LEVEL 3/4: Pet Groomer Cirriculum     Chapter 1
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What do you think?
If you’re like Alison, you can probably see that Jody’s schedule is very tight. In other words, 
she has allowed herself very little time for each of her morning activities, and she has no time to 
spare if things go wrong.

What suggestions would you make to Jody about her schedule?

After Jody had talked over her schedule with Alison, she decided to revise it. She did not want 
to get up any earlier, so she decided she would make her lunch and prepare her coffee maker the 
night before. Changing these two activities gave her an extra 15 minutes in the morning. When 
the morning didn’t go as smoothly as she hoped, she still had time to catch her bus, and those 
mornings that flowed smoothly gave her a chance to have another cup of coffee! 

Being on time for work
Jody had been on time for her upgrading program after she had worked on her schedule. But now 
she had a new challenge: she was supposed to be at work for 8:30 am. How was she going to do 
it? She knew she was going to have to make some adjustments. On the positive side, work was 
actually closer - about a fifteen minute walk. Jody looked at her schedule; was there anything she 
could do the night before? She didn’t think so. She put a few things in her backpack the night 
before, but she always had keys, a water bottle and lunch to add in the morning. Jody sighed. She 
would definitely have to get up earlier!

7:00 Alarm wakes me
7:05 Shower
7:15 Get dressed
7:25 Feed Gomez
7:30 Eat breakfast
7:40 Do hair
7:55 Do makeup
8:05 Pack backpack
8:10 Relax or catch up
8:25 Walk to bus stop
8:30 Catch the bus

LBS LEVEL 3/4: Pet Groomer Curriculum     Chapter 1
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LBS LEVEL 3/4: Pet Groomer Curriculum     Chapter 1

Revise Jody’s schedule for her so that she leaves the house at 8:10 am.

Jody’s Revised Schedule

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Time Activity
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Jody realizes that she has some changes to make when she begins her job. She will need to 
organize her time better in the morning. What changes do you think you will have to make when 
you start a full-time job?

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________
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Paws to Think
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Ready for an Activity?

Activity 1-1
Your Schedule

Now that you’ve practised with 
Jody’s schedule, plan your own 
morning routine. Choose a pet groomer close to your home. Find out when they open. Plan your 
morning activities and transportation to get you to work on time. After you have completed your 
schedule, hand it in to your instructor for feedback.

LBS LEVEL 3/4: Pet Groomer Curriculum     Chapter 1

 

Time Activity
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Scenario 1-2
For the first couple of weeks that Jody worked at The Grooming Place, she was never alone. 
Mike was there most days and when he wasn’t, his partner Cheryl came in. They were both very 
helpful and wanted to make sure that Jody felt confident on the job before they left her alone. 
Jody spent a lot of time job shadowing, that is, following Mike or Cheryl around the shop and 
watching what they did. Towards the end of Jody’s second week at work Mike told her that he 
would be late on Monday morning, and she would have to open the shop. He gave her a key 
and a short note listing the tasks that needed to be done first thing in the morning. There weren’t 
many, but Jody wanted to make sure she got them right.
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Routine for opening

Turn off alarm (code 3020). You only have 30 seconds to do this so do it first.

Turn on lights. Don’t forget the ones over the grooming tables.

Put the cash in the drawer.

Open at 8:30 am.

Check to make sure everything is clean and ready in the grooming area.

“What time do you get here in the morning?” she asked Mike.

“Usually around 7:30 am, but I don’t expect you to get here then,” he said. “I catch up on the    
  paperwork first thing in the morning.”

 Jody nodded, thinking.

“How about I come in a half hour early tomorrow morning to go over this list?” she suggested.
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Mike looked pleased.

“That would be great,” he said, “but you shouldn’t need a half hour – 15 minutes will do it.”

Jody is demonstrating another valuable skill that employers look for: she is taking initiative. 
Many employees can do a good job provided they are told what to do. The employee who can 
do a task without being asked or who can anticipate a need before it is pointed out is especially 
valued. 

Jody came in early the next morning and learned the routine for opening the shop. Mike was 
right: it was easy, but Jody felt more prepared for Monday morning now that she had done it 
once with Mike.

On Monday morning Jody left early and got to work at 8:15 am. She turned off the alarm system 
and flipped on the lights. She got out the cash and put it in the register. She unlocked the door at 
8:30 am on the dot. 

Jody knew that they had no appointments until 10 o’clock that morning. Mike would be in by 
then to take care of Joanne Selna’s Standard Poodle, Princess. Jody had already cleaned up the 
night before. The grooming tables were shiny and ready to go. Jody looked around to make sure 
that there was nothing left over from last night that needed to be done. But no, the floor was 
swept and the bottles of shampoo were filled. The clippers were free of fur and ready to use. As 

she looked around to find something constructive to do, Jody 
thought about a couple of friends she had who worked in the 
mall. When they had no customers they would chat together. 
When their store manager was in, they would grumble because 
there was always work to do. Jody did not like the idea of 
working only when Mike or Cheryl was there to see her. Now 
she wondered how best to use her time. She decided that she 
would have a good look through the grooming guide and price 
list. It listed common grooming choices for dog breeds.
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The Grooming Place Price List

Page 26 of 133 

The Grooming Place Price List 

BREED
BATH
AND
TIDY

KENNEL 
CUT 

TEDDY
BEAR

BREED
CLIP 

Affenpinscher $35.00 $40.00 $50.00 $60.00 

Afghan $70.00 $85.00 $100.00 $100.00 

Airedale $45.00 - 
$55.00

$45.00 - 
$60.00

$60.00 - 
$70.00

$55.00 - 
$80.00

Akita $50.00 - 
$85.00

$65.00 - 
$90.00 N/A N/A 

Basset Hound $45.00 - 
$55.00 N/A N/A N/A 

Beagle $35.00 - 
$45.00 N/A N/A N/A 

Bedlington $45.00 $50.00 $65.00 $60.00 - 
$80.00

Bernese Mtn. $55.00 - 
$80.00

$65.00 - 
$85.00

$70.00 - 
$90.00 N/A

Bichon $35.00 - 
$45.00

$45.00 - 
$50.00

$55.00 - 
$70.00

$65.00 - 
$75.00

Bichon Shihtzu X $35.00 - 
$40.00

$40.00 - 
$45.00

$50.00 - 
$60.00 N/A

Blood/Coon Hound $50.00 N/A N/A N/A 

Border Collie (Sm.) $45.00 $60.00 $60.00 - 
$70.00 N/A

Border Collie (Lg.) $65.00 $80.00 $65.00 - 
$80.00 N/A

Borzoi $65.00 $80.00 N/A N/A 
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Boston Terrier $35.00 N/A N/A N/A 

Bouvier $60.00 $70.00 $90.00 - 
$100.00

$65.00 - 
$90.00

Boxer $45.00 N/A N/A N/A 

Brittany Spaniel $45.00 - 
$55.00 $60.00 $75.00 $50.00 - 

$60.00

Brussels Griffon $35.00 $45.00 $55.00 $60.00 

Bulldog $45.00 N/A N/A N/A 

Bullmastiff/Pitbull $50.00+ N/A N/A N/A 

Cairn Terrier $35.00 - 
$40.00 $45.00 $55.00 - 

$60.00
$50.00 - 
$65.00

Cavalier Spaniel $40.00 $45.00 - 
$60.00

$55.00 - 
$60.00 N/A

Chihuahua (Short) $25.00 N/A N/A N/A 

Chihuahua (Long) $30.00 $40.00 N/A N/A 

Chinese Crested $35.00 N/A N/A N/A 

Cockapoo $35.00 - 
$45.00

$40.00 - 
$50.00

$50.00 - 
$60.00 N/A

Corgi $40.00 $55.00 N/A N/A 

Cocker/English Spaniel $45.00 $55.00 $65.00 $50.00 - 
$70.00

Collie $60.00 - 
$80.00 $80.00 $150.00 N/A 

Dachshund $30.00 - 
$40.00

$45.00 - 
$55.00 N/A N/A 
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Dalmatian/Doberman $50.00 N/A N/A N/A 

Golden Retriever $65.00 - 
$85.00 $80.00 $100.00 N/A 

Gr. Pyrenees/Kuvasz $80.00 - 
$100.00 $120.00+ $150.00+ N/A 

Havanese $35.00 - 
$40.00

$45.00 - 
$50.00

$55.00 - 
$60.00 N/A

Irish/Gordon Setter $60.00 $70.00 N/A N/A 

Japanese Chin $35.00 - 
$40.00

$40.00 - 
$50.00 N/A N/A 

Keeshond $60.00 - 
$80.00

$65.00 - 
$80.00 $100.00 N/A 

Kerry Blue Terrier $45.00 - 
$60.00

$50.00 - 
$60.00 $75.00 $85.00 

Labradoodle $40.00 - 
$55.00

$50.00 - 
$60.00

$55.00 - 
$70.00 N/A

Labs $40.00 - 
$55.00 N/A N/A N/A 

Lhasa Apso $35.00 - 
$40.00 $45.00 $55.00 - 

$60.00 N/A

Lowchen $35.00 - 
$40.00 $45.00 $55.00 - 

$60.00 $75.00

Malamute $65.00 - 
$100.00

$70.00 - 
$100.00 N/A N/A 

Maltese $35.00 - 
$40.00

$45.00 - 
$55.00

$55.00 - 
$60.00 N/A

Newfoundlander $85.00 - 
$120.00

$85.00 - 
$150.00

$100.00 - 
$250.00 N/A

Norfolk Terrier $35.00 $40.00 - 
$45.00 $50.00 $50.00 - 

$65.00
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Norwich Terrier $35.00 $40.00 - 
$45.00 $50.00 $50.00 - 

$65.00

Nova Scotia Duck Toller $45.00 $55.00 - 
$70.00 N/A N/A 

Old English Sheepdog $65.00 - 
$85.00

$65.00 - 
$90.00

$85.00 - 
$100.00 N/A

Papillon $35.00 $45.00 N/A N/A 

Pekingese $35.00 - 
$45.00

$45.00 - 
$50.00 $55.00 N/A 

Poodle (Toy) $35.00 - 
$40.00 $45.00 $55.00 - 

$65.00
$55.00 - 
$65.00

Poodle (Mini) $45.00 $50.00 $60.00 - 
$70.00

$65.00 - 
$80.00

Poodle (Standard) $50.00 $60.00 $70.00 - 
$85.00

$80.00 - 
$100.00+

Pomeranian $35.00 - 
$55.00

$45.00 - 
$55.00

$50.00 - 
$65.00 N/A

Pug $35.00 N/A N/A N/A 

Rottweiler $50.00 - 
$70.00 N/A N/A N/A 

Samoyed $65.00 - 
$100.00

$70.00 - 
$100.00

$150.00 - 
$200.00 N/A
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Schnauzer (Mini) $35.00 $45.00 $55.00 $65.00 

Schnauzer (Standard & 
Giant) $55.00 $65.00 $70.00 $80.00 

Schnoodle $35.00 - 
$40.00 

$40.00 - 
$45.00 

$50.00 - 
$60.00 N/A 

Scottie Terrier $35.00 - 
$40.00 

$45.00 - 
$50.00 

$50.00 - 
$65.00 

$50.00 - 
$65.00 

Shar-pei $45.00 N/A N/A N/A 

Shepherd $60.00 - 
$80.00 

$60.00 - 
$80.00 N/A N/A 

Shih-Tzu $35.00 - 
$45.00 

$45.00 - 
$55.00 

$50.00 - 
$60.00 N/A 

Siberian Husky $65.00+ N/A N/A N/A 

St. Bernard $50.00 - 
$80.00 

$70.00 - 
$100.00 

$100.00 - 
$150.00 N/A 

Lakeland $40.00 $45.00 $55.00 $60.00 

Water Spaniel $50.00 $80.00 N/A N/A 

Westie $35.00 - 
$40.00 $40.00 $50.00 - 

$55.00 
$50.00 - 
$60.00 
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Wiemariner $45.00 N/A N/A N/A 

Wheaton Terrier $35.00 - 
$45.00 

$55.00 - 
$60.00 

$65.00 - 
$80.00 

$65.00 - 
$75.00 

Whippet $35.00 N/A N/A N/A 

Wirefox Terrier $35.00 - 
$40.00 

$40.00 - 
$45.00 $50.00 $50.00 - 

$65.00 

Yorkshire Terrier $35.00 $40.00 $50.00 N/A 

Note: All prices are approximate and may increase depending on the 
state of the dog’s coat. Flea baths, de-skunking, heavy de-matting and 
other specialty services add $10 to $20.  
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Jody read through the long rows of dog breeds and the cuts for each. She had never really 
thought about how many different cuts there might be for dogs. She was familiar with most of 
the breeds, but she didn’t think she had ever heard of a Havanese. Also, she had heard of Kerry 
Blue Terriers, but did not know what they looked like. Maybe, she reasoned, if she saw the dog, 
she could figure out what kind of clip it had. She flipped through the pages of the Illustrated 
Guide to Dog Breeds and found the following two entries:

Havanese Kerry Blue Terrier

Group: Toy Dogs
Temperament: friendly, obedient
Feeding: refer to very small dog breeds
Coat care: frequent grooming
Activity level: moderately active
Sociability: moderately social
Watchdog: friendly watchdog
Training: easy to train

Group: Terriers
Temperament: good-natured, determined
Feeding: refer to small-medium dog breeds
Coat care: frequent grooming
Activity level: moderately inactive 
Sociability: moderately social
Watchdog: good watchdog
Training: easy to train

It wasn’t hard to tell from the illustrations that these were dogs that would need frequent 
grooming! Jody could also tell from the price list that, unlike short-haired dogs, there were a 
number of grooming options and prices for both of these breeds. However, she wasn’t really 
certain of the differences in the various cuts. Another question for Mike and Cheryl, she thought 
as she wrote it down. 
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Over the few days that Jody had been there, she had learned to ask lots of questions. She had 
learned from Cheryl that The Grooming Place was a new business venture for her and Mike. 
They had owned a small farm before where they had raised and sold German Shepherds and 
operated a kennel for dogs. But Mike had developed severe hay fever, and they decided to move 
into the city. Jody knew that they knew a lot about dogs and about running a business. However, 
she suspected that they were so accustomed to working together they did not always remember 
to tell her things unless she asked. Jody had taken to carrying around a small notebook where she 
could jot down questions and answers as they arose.

Jody was still reading up on less common dog breeds when the phone rang.

“Good morning, The Grooming Place, may I help you?”

“Yes. I’d like to bring in my dog to be groomed. It will be her first time. Do you have a set 
price?”

Oh no! Jody thought. I hope I won’t have to try and explain something I don’t understand!

“We do have set prices, but they vary according to breed and what you would like to have done,” 
she said.

“All right. Well, she’s a very small Pug.”

Jody examined the price list with relief. She was quite confident even before she reached the 
right entry that the Pug would be low-priced and without many grooming options. 

“Here you are,” said Jody. “Pugs are $35.00. That includes a bath and tidy. We trim the nails and 
check and clean her ears as well.” At least I know that, Jody thought.

“Thank you. I’ll think about it.”

“Certainly,” said Jody. “Just give us a call and we can usually accommodate Pugs very quickly.”

Jody felt fairly confident saying this. She had learned from Cheryl that small to medium 
short-haired dogs were known as “fill-ins”. They could be groomed quickly, providing it was just 
a straightforward visit.
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1.   If you look at the entry for “Pug”, you’ll see that there is only  
  one grooming option, so Jody was lucky to receive this call.  
  What do you think she should have done if someone phoned  
  about a Scottish Terrier (Scottie)?

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

2.   Do you think that Jody made good use of her time while her  
    employers were away? Explain your answer.

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

3.   Why do you think that employers value workers who take initiative?

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

4.   Do you think it’s possible to take too much initiative? Give an example to support your  
      answer.

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________
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Ready for an Activity?

Activity 1-2
It seems to be rare breed day at The 
Grooming Place. People are phoning in 
to inquire about the cost of grooming 
for their dogs. Take some initiative 
ahead of time! Look at the price list for The Grooming Place and do some research on breeds 
with which you are unfamiliar. The Internet provides great resources on dog breeds as does your 
local library.

Dog breeds researched:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

You will receive one or more phone calls from your instructor or a volunteer inquiring about 
grooming options for their dogs. They will be inquiring about less common breeds; perhaps 
they will call about dogs that you have already researched. It doesn’t matter, because all you 
are required to do is find the dogs on The Grooming Place Price List and explain the grooming 
options to the caller. To show initiative, you will want to look up these new breeds if you have 
not already included them in the above list. 
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Scenario 1-3
Jody was relieved when Mike arrived at 9:45 am. She wanted to understand the different breed 
cuts before answering the phone again.

After wishing one another a good morning Jody said, “Mike, I’m not too clear on the differences 
in the various breed cuts. Will you explain them to me?”

“Sure!” said Mike. “I thought one of us had told you about them already.” He ran a hand through 
his hair and looked around. “There’s always so much to think about!”

Mike went over to the counter where the price list was kept.

“Okay,” he said, indicating the various cuts. “Tell me what you know.”

                      BATH  AND TIDY       KENNEL CUT      T EDDY BEAR       BREED CLIP

“I’m pretty clear on the ‘Bath and Tidy,’” said Jody. “It means just giving them a bath and 
cleaning their ears and clipping their nails. It’s an option for all the breeds and it’s what we do the 
most, right?”

“Right,” said Mike. “We might also trim eyebrows if it’s needed too. They don’t take long and it’s 
good customer service.”

“I’m pretty certain I know what the ‘Breed Clip’ is too, just judging from the list of dogs that have 
them,” said Jody.

Look at the dog breeds that get a “breed clip”. Can you guess what kind of cut this is?

Jody continued, “I think a ‘breed clip’ is the usual way that that 
particular breed is groomed.”

“Right again,” said Mike. “That’s what the Standard Poodle, 
Princess, is coming in for this morning.” He smiled at Jody. 
“Now for the last two - ‘Kennel Cut’ and ‘Teddy Bear’. I’m not 
surprised that you’re not familiar with these two. Kennel cuts are 
done at the beginning of summer. It’s a fairly short all over cut 
with a #7 razor. The ‘Teddy Bear’ is a winter cut for some breeds. 
It’s about 5/8 of an inch all over and keeps dogs warm yet mat-
free.”

BREED
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The door opened and there was a loud woof. 

“Hello Princess,” said Mike. “Ready for your spa treatment?”

Jody helped with Princess. She was beginning to do the shampooing and drying on some of the 
easier dogs. The phone rang, so she turned off her blow-dryer and answered it.

“Good morning, The Grooming Place, may I help you?”

“Hello, this is Candace Sherman calling. Is that you, Cheryl?”

“No, this is Jody speaking. I’m fairly new here,” Jody replied. “May I help you with 
something?”

“I need to make an appointment for Burt sometime this week,” Candace said. “He’s a regular 
there.”

Jody opened the appointment book to the current week. (There is a copy of the current week 
of the appointment book on the page after Paws to Think.) There were still a number of spots 
available, especially on Wednesday and towards the end of the week.

“When would you like to come in?” Jody asked. “We have lots of space on Wednesday and 
toward the end of the week.”

“Can you fit him in tomorrow?”

“We may be able to,” said Jody. “I’m sorry, but I don’t know what breed Burt is.”

“He’s a Jack Russell,” said Candace.

“Okay,” said Jody. “I think we can fit him in around 11 o’clock. Will that be all right?”

“Great,” said Candace. “We’ll see you tomorrow.”

“Yes,” Jody agreed. “May I just get your phone number?”

“Sure. It’s 905 393-3945.”

“Thank you. See you tomorrow!” said Jody.
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Jody knew that certain breeds take longer to groom. A small short-haired dog is considered a 
“fill-in”, one that they could slide in anywhere. A matted English Sheepdog would be another 
matter!

Why do you think that Jody slipped Burt in between appointments in the morning when they had 
plenty of time in the afternoon?

Jody knew that Mike and Cheryl liked to organize their days so that the large blocks of time 
were available if someone called with a more time-consuming job. Or, if they ended up with a 
free afternoon, one of them might leave early or spend time catching up on paperwork. By taking 
initiative, Jody is helping The Grooming Place to run smoothly.
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Paws to Think

1.   Jody is trying to take initiative and work independently.  
      How do you think she is doing? Do you think that Mike  
      and Cheryl would think she had spent her morning   
      wisely?

____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________

2.   What do you think that Mike or Cheryl could have done to give more purpose to  
      Jody’s morning?
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________ 

3.   How does Jody take initiative in Scenario 1-3?

_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________ 

4.   How does she effectively manage time through scheduling choices?

_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
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Monday May 7 Tuesday May 8 Wednesday May 9 

8

9

10

11

12

1

2

3

4

5

Joanne Selna 
905 393-1202 
Princess (Stand. Poodle) 
bath and clip
Wendy Wong 
416 727-3917 
Jeff (mix) 
bath and tidy

Doreen Richards 
905 545-3905 
Tulip (Boxer) 
bath and tidy
Ian Harding 
905 636-9528 
Wilbert (Gr. Dane) 
bath and tidy

Arthur Gipp 
905 832-2415 
Ringo (J. Russell) 
bath and tidy
Monica Germaine 
416 264-6308 
Phoebe (Spaniel X) 
de-matting, bath and tidy
Marc Wellington 
905 342-2434 
Hilda (Golden R.) 
de-matting, bath and tidy

Karen Nelson 
905 832-2309 
Bindhi (Corgi) 
bath and clip

Mary Gillespie 
905 393-6492 
Tiffy (Toy Poodle) 
bath and clip

Marta Tallant 
416 727-2894 
Roxy (Cairn) 
bath and clip

Gail Burns  
905 393-8820 
Jenny (Sheltie) 
bath and clip
Marj Sutter 
905 545-8254 
Rocky (Pom.) 
bath and clip
Jim Green 
905 544-6745 
Benny (Border Collie) 
bath and tidy

Judith Hess 
905 549-3390 
Bandit (Springer Sp.) 
de-matting, bath and clip
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Ready for an Activity?

Activity 1-3
You receive calls from two clients. 
Refer to the appointment book 
and price list to schedule them 
appropriately. Ask questions if you 
need more information. If the customer 
wishes, give him/her an estimate of cost. Your last appointment for the day is 5 pm.
Before you begin, refer to the appointment book to be sure that you know what information you 
need from the client. Here is a list to help you:

►   Client’s name and phone number
►   Dog’s name and breed
►   Desired grooming (cut, specialty services)
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Learner Name_________________________ 

Assessment
Assess yourself at the end of this chapter. You should be able to complete the following list of 
skills to successfully finish and move on to Chapter Two. Hand in your self-assessment to your 
instructor. It will be returned to you with your instructor’s comments
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Learner Name  

Assessment

Assess yourself at the end of this chapter. You should be able to complete the following 
list of skills to successfully finish and move on to Chapter Two. Hand in your self-
assessment to your instructor. It will be returned to you with your instructor’s comments. 

Skill Have I successfully completed this skill? 

Plan your morning routine to be on time 
[ ] yes 
[ ] yes, and would like more practice 
[ ] needs work 

Take initiative by asking questions if you 
are unsure of information 

[ ] yes 
[ ] yes, and would like more practice 
[ ] needs work 

Take initiative by researching dog breeds 
[ ] yes 
[ ] yes, and would like more practice 
[ ] needs work 

Look up dog breeds and grooming options 
[ ] yes 
[ ] yes, and would like more practice 
[ ] needs work 

Effectively manage time through 
scheduling

[ ] yes 
[ ] yes, and would like more practice 
[ ] needs work 

Refer to a price list to give estimates 
[ ] yes 
[ ] yes, and would like more practice 
[ ] needs work 

Take appointments over the phone 
[ ] yes 
[ ] yes, and would like more practice 
[ ] needs work 

This chapter was started on: This chapter was completed on: 

Instructor Comments: Instructor Comments:
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Skills Transfer
In Chapter One you’ve practised:

Being on time:

►   Planning a routine to be on time

Taking initiative:

►   Asking questions to clarify dog breed information 
►   Researching dog breeds

Working independently:

►   Looking up grooming options for specific breeds
►   Effectively scheduling appointments
►   Referring to a price list
►   Taking appointments over the phone

These are Essential Skills for a pet groomer; mastering these skills means you are one step closer 
to getting the job you want! Even if you’ve decided you would like more practice at these skills, 
you’ve made an excellent start.

Maybe without realizing it, you’ve learned something else, too. These Essential Skills are all 
transferable. This means you can take these skills and use them in other places and contexts.

The list on the next page suggests some other ways in which you can use your Essential Skills. 
Can you add to the list?
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Now that you can…

►   Plan a routine to be on time
►   Ask questions to clarify dog breed 
       information

►   Research dog breeds

►   Look up grooming options

►   Schedule appointments effectively

►   Refer to a price list

►   Take appointments over the phone

You can…

►   Plan an exercise routine
►   Ask questions to clarify a menu choice    
       in a restaurant

►   Research cars by make and model

►   Look up differences in accounts 
       offered by a bank or credit card

►   Make and keep appointments for  
       yourself or your family

►   Refer to a price list at a repair shop
 
►   Confirm your own appointments for the     
       dentist or doctor
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Practitioner Notes for Chapter One
The focus of Chapter One is time management and, more specifically, job task planning 
and organizing, a recognized Essential Skill. The chapter is at Level 3 and uses appropriate 
workforce language. It includes three scenarios with accompanying activities. Each scenario 
also includes a Paws to Think that the learner should respond to in writing. Please review the 
learner’s responses with her/him. If another learner is working through this curriculum, ensure 
that the learners talk over their responses together. The answers in this section will vary, but look 
for responses that indicate that the learner has given some thought to the issues raised. Answers 
are not found in the text.

When the learner reads through the scenario and completes the questions in the Paws to Think 
section, then s/he is ready for the activity. In this chapter the learner completes the first activity 
alone, but the second and third activities are role plays. The activities are described below. They 
require your participation or the participation of a volunteer. The role play is an essential part of 
the curriculum and will enable the learner to practise valuable customer service skills. When the 
learner has successfully completed the activities, s/he is ready for the self-assessment at the end 
of the chapter. There is room for your comments at the bottom of the self-assessment page.

Please read over the chapter so that you are familiar with the scenarios and instructions.

Activity 1-1
The learner should produce a morning schedule that is realistic in terms of the activities and 
times allowed to perform them. If the learner would like more practice, then encourage him/her 
to make more schedules. For example, scheduling evening or weekend activities will give more 
practice for the same skill.

Activity 1-2
You are phoning to enquire about grooming prices for your dog(s). You can decide with the 
learner ahead of time whether you will make more than one call (one call per breed) or whether 
you will just make one call and ask about three different breeds. If you think that the learner will 
benefit from additional telephone experience, then more is better. 
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Please enquire about the following breeds:

Lhasa Apso
Papillon
Wirefox Terrier

Ask about the grooming options for these breeds. The learner should mention four options 
for the Papillon and Wirefox Terrier and three for the Lhasa Apso. At this time, you are only 
inquiring and need not make an appointment.

Activity 1-3
You or a volunteer will make two calls to the groomer. The learner should answer as though s/he 
works at The Grooming Place. You should be asked for the following information:

►   Client’s name and phone number
►   Dog’s name and breed
►   Desired grooming (cut, specialty services)

You should volunteer the information about the dead skunk in the first call and the dog show in 
the second. Do not volunteer that you have a small Border Collie. The learner should elicit this 
information from you.

1.   You have a Golden Retriever who has rolled in a dead skunk carcass, and you need her  
      cleaned as soon as possible. She has a few mats as well, so you would like her to have a  
      Teddy Bear clip. Her name is Delilah. Use your centre’s phone number. Ask for an estimate.

2.   You have a small Border Collie, Jinx, who is going to be shown at the local Border Collie  
      Association competition on Thursday morning. The learner should ask whether your Border
      Collie is small or large (there is a significant price difference). You would like an 
      appointment as late in the day on Wednesday as possible. You are hoping for something 
      around 6 pm. The learner should offer 5 pm as your latest option.

If the learner requires more practice with this activity, continue to call with different breeds and 
grooming requirements until the learner is confident with his or her phone skills.
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Learner Introduction to Chapter Two:
Pet Grooming and Writing Skills

Jody had not been working for very long before she noticed 
that the appointment book wasn’t the only important record 
kept at The Grooming Place. There were also invoices to 
complete, client information to check and Service Records to 
update. In fact, Jody needed to understand Document Use, 
another important Essential Skill. In this chapter, Jody learns 
how to use these three new documents.

Specifically: 

►   Jody is required to use her writing skills to fill in forms related to her job. 
►   She has to keep a log in the form of a grooming record. 
►   She must also write instructions, directions and notes that others have to read. 

In the first scenario, Jody fills out an invoice using information she already had access to from 
other forms and records.

In the second scenario, Jody continues to work with invoices and adds two new writing skills: 
keeping a log and writing notes. She keeps a log in the Service Record and writes a note 
regarding the Spaniel, Toby. 

In the third scenario, Jody builds on these skills and adds writing instructions, which she 
includes in the Schnoodle Nicky’s Service Record.

To get the maximum benefit from working through this chapter, it’s important to put yourself 
in Jody’s place and think like a pet groomer. What would you do if you were faced with a 
similar situation? Try answering the questions that appear in bold by yourself before looking 
at the answers. The Paws to Think section will give you further opportunity to reflect on some 
information or situations you may encounter working as a pet groomer. You can write your 
answers to these questions in the space provided. Your instructor may wish to discuss some 
of your responses, or there may be another learner in your program who is also planning to 
become a pet groomer. If so, you can discuss your answers and insights together. Whether your 
discussion is with your instructor or another learner, talking over what you think will help you to 
learn even more.
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Finally, after each scenario, there is an activity that is similar to one you would be required to 
perform while working as a pet groomer. There are three scenarios and three activities in this 
chapter. The first two activities you can complete on your own by following the instructions 
after the scenarios. The third activity involves role play where your instructor or a volunteer 
will call you to make an appointment for his/her dog. For the purpose of the role play you 
will act as though you actually work at The Grooming Place. After each activity, your 
instructor or tutor will provide feedback or clarify any questions or concerns.
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Learning Outcomes for Chapter Two

After working through this chapter, you should be able to:

►   Use your writing skills to fill in forms related to a grooming job 
►   Keep a log in the form of a grooming record 
►   Write instructions, directions and notes that others have to read 

At the end of the chapter, you will be able to assess yourself on these essential workplace 
skills.
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Scenarios and Activities

Scenario 2-1
Jody was getting into a routine at The Grooming Place. Each 
morning she would check the appointment book for the clients 
and dogs that would be visiting The Grooming Place that day. 
Then she would look up each client in the Client Information 
cards filing drawer. This was a file of large cards arranged 
alphabetically by client name. If the client’s name was there, 
Jody would take out the card. If it wasn’t, Jody would get out 
a new card for the client to fill in when he or she arrived. This 
morning Jody removed three cards that had already been filled 
in.

“Let’s see,” she muttered to herself, “Janet Knight and her 
Shar-pei, Ping.” She flipped the card over to review the 
Service Record. “Hmmm…Ping hasn’t been in for a while but will probably just need the usual 
bath and tidy.” She put Janet Knight’s card on the counter and picked up the second one.

“Good morning, Jody,” said Cheryl, who had just arrived.

“Hi Cheryl,” said Jody. She was frowning at the appointment book and the Client Information 
card.

“What’s up?” asked Cheryl coming behind the counter.

“I think I must have written down the wrong pet name in the appointment book,” Jody 
confessed. “I have Ginger Romano’s client card, with a Bull Mastiff, but the dog names don’t 
match up.”

“That would be a puzzler if I didn’t know Ginger,” laughed Cheryl. “She does Bull Mastiff 
Rescue. I saw her in the grocery store last week, and she mentioned that she was getting a new 
dog.” 

“Oh wow, that’s amazing,” said Jody. “I have a friend who rescues Border Collies. I’d love to do 
that kind of work some day.”

“We took in a couple of abused Shepherds when we had the farm,” said Cheryl. “We got a very 
good home for one and we kept the other.”
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Have you heard of any dog rescue 
programs? Try checking on the Internet 
to see if you can find out about some dog 
rescue organizations in Canada.

“I’d love to have a dog,” said Jody, “but right 
now, with a full-time job, Gomez is more than 
enough!”

Jody looked at the third Client Information 
card. This one was for Steve Billings and his 
Schnauzer, Schultz. Turning the card over, 
Jody could see that Steve brought in Schultz 
regularly for a breed cut.

Jody referred to the appointment book again. There were three new clients today. She got out 
new cards so that the clients could fill them out when they arrived.

“Jody, would you mind filling out the invoices as well? They won’t need to be totalled until after 
the dogs have been groomed. Just write in an amount for the services the clients have requested,” 
said Cheryl. “I’ve got a sales rep coming in first thing this morning. We’re really interested in her 
line of products; that’s why we booked off the time this morning until 10 o’clock.”

“Okay,” said Jody. She had not yet filled in an invoice, but she had seen lots of them and thought 
she could probably do it.

Jody decided to start with Janet Knight and Ping. She looked at the blank invoice. It looked 
different with nothing written on it! 

Oh well, she said to herself, I’ll just start at the top and do as much as I can.

This proved to be easier than she expected. Like many preprinted forms, invoices ask for very 
specific information to be written in specific places. Jody filled in the top section by referring to 
the Client Information card. 

The next section said Today’s Grooming Instructions. Jody checked the appointment book; it 
said bath and tidy. She also turned over the Client Information card to see the Service Record 
on the reverse side. Ping had come in for a bath and tidy on every occasion except one. That 
time he had had a medicated bath. Jody wrote down “bath and tidy” on the invoice. She looked 
up the price for a Shar-pei – $45 – and wrote that in. Now the invoice was ready for the client’s 
signature. Jody put it together with the Client Information card and picked up the next invoice.
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To correctly fill in the invoice, Jody is working with:

►   the appointment book
►   a Client Information card
►   a Service Record
►   The Grooming Place Price List

In other words, the most important writing skill Jody needs to work at The Grooming Place is 
Document Use. Jody needs to be able to read and understand information on these documents 
and then transfer the relevant parts to another document: the invoice.

Paws to Think

The Shar-pei, Ping, has his own Service Record. Why do you think 
groomers maintain Service Records?

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________
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Ready for an Activity?  

Activity 2-1
Using today as the appointment day and the following client card, fill in the invoice for Steve 
Billings and Schultz. Schultz is a Standard Schnauzer and is coming in for a breed cut. You will 
also need to refer to The Grooming Place Price List from the previous chapter. You may wish to 
print it up for easy reference.
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Scenario 2-2
“Hello, you must be Mrs. Walker and Toby,” said Jody. She had never met either the client or the 
dog, but since Toby was the only Spaniel coming in that afternoon, Jody felt fairly confident. She 
had noticed that this was what Mike and Cheryl did when new clients arrived with their pets. 

“Hello!” said Mrs. Walker. “Say hello, Toby,” 
she added in a cajoling voice. Toby squirmed in 
her arms and she put him down. He sniffed at the 
counter and cocked his hind leg.

“Oh dear!” Mrs. Walker bleated.

“That’s all right,” said Jody. “We have a few dogs 
that do that. I’ll clean it up. Would you mind filling 
in this Client Information card while I get some 
paper towels?”

Jody came around the counter with a spray bottle 
and paper towel. Toby backed up and barked.

“He’s very sensitive,” said Mrs. Walker. 

Jody waited while Mrs. Walker completed the Client Information card. When Mrs. Walker 
handed it to her, she read it over.

“This is fine Mrs. Walker, except you haven’t signed the ‘Liability Release’,” said Jody.

“It’s not necessary,” said Mrs. Walker. “Toby is not in the least aggressive, and I don’t want him 
to see any veterinarian but his own Dr. Harding.”

“I think I need to check this out with the um, head groomer,” said Jody. She took the card into 
the office.

A moment later, Mike emerged with her.

“Mrs Walker? I’m sure it seems unnecessary to you, but you must sign the Liability Release. 
Otherwise, we won’t be able to groom Toby. It’s for his safety as much as ours.” Mike was polite 
but firm.

“I don’t see how muzzling my poor dog can make him safe!” she objected. “You take away his 
only defence if he’s hurt!”

Can you see how muzzling a dog during grooming can keep it safe?
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We only muzzle dogs in case of aggressive behaviour,” Mike assured her patiently. He smiled 
down at Toby who stared back at him balefully. “However, if Toby was to bite one of us and we 
had the scissors near his face or his eyes….” 

“Oh! Oh yes, I see,” said Mrs. Walker as she signed her name. “But I’m sure you won’t need to 
worry. He is so sweet-natured.”

Mike smiled at Mrs. Walker. “Don’t worry about Toby; he’ll be just fine. Jody, please fill in the 
Service Record so that we don’t take up any more of Mrs. Walker’s time.”

 
   

Mrs. Walker finally left after relaying many directives and instructions. 

“Thanks, Mike,” said Jody. “I really didn’t know what to say to her.”

“That’s all right,” said Mike. “If you’re not sure, it’s better to ask.” He looked critically at Toby. 
“I think we’ll muzzle this gentle soul right away.”

“Really?” said Jody. She handed Mike the muzzle. 

“Really,” said Mike. “I’ve worked with dogs for almost 25 years and I recognize that look.”
 Mike lifted Toby onto the grooming table while the little Spaniel growled defiantly. 

A short while later Toby was freshly groomed and sporting a jaunty bowtie. Jody led him to an 
empty crate and gave him a biscuit. 

“Good job, Jody,” said Mike. “Just complete the invoice with the standard breed cut price and 
no extra charges. Toby should come back in around eight weeks. Also, make a note on the Client 
Information card that Toby needs a muzzle when he’s groomed.”

Jody completed the invoice. She included the next suggested grooming appointment date at the 
bottom. On the Client Information card, Jody read the headings to decide where best to put the 
muzzle instruction.

Where do you think it should go? 

Date Service Total Cost Client Authorization Stylist
Sept 9 Breed Cut B. Walker M F
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Jody decided to put it under Behavioural Traits, which Mrs. Walker had thoughtfully left blank.

Behavioural Traits:

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________
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Toby must be muzzled when he is groomed.

Paws to Think 

Do you think that Jody was right to ask Mike’s advice in this 
situation, or should she have tried to show initiative, work 
independently, and handle things on her own?

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________
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Why do you think that Mrs. Walker eventually signed the Liability Release?

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

Whose opinion would you have trusted about Toby’s temperament in this situation: 
Mrs. Walker’s or Mike’s? Why?

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________
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Ready for an Activity?

Activity 2-2
Kevin Fleury phones to make an 
appointment for his big Golden Retriever, 
Dora. He would like her bathed and tidied, 
de-matted and clipped around the rump. 
Kevin mentions that since Dora’s last 
groom, she has broken her right hind leg 
and is very sensitive about people handling 
it. He suggests that the groomers might 
want to muzzle her to be on the safe side.
 

1.   Update the Client Information card with the information Kevin has given you.

2.   Fill in the Service Record. Have everything ready for the client authorization when Kevin  
      Fleury brings in Dora.

3.   Fill in the invoice. Don’t forget to tick the appropriate boxes at the bottom. The extra services       
      are five dollars each. Don’t total the invoice in case there are more extra charges.
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Scenario 2-3
The last new client and dog of that day were Mrs. McKee and her Schnoodle, Nicky. Jody had 
the Client Information card ready for Mrs. McKee to fill in when she arrived.

“Nicky was always good-natured with Giselle Tomlins, our last groomer,” said Mrs. McKee as 
she filled in the card. “I can’t imagine you having any trouble with him.” She looked down at 
Nicky who wagged his tail helpfully.

“Giselle Tomlins?” said Jody. “We’ve had several referrals from her. I understand she has 
retired.”

“She was a wonderful groomer – so good with the dogs. Unfortunately, her arthritis was 
becoming too much for her.”

Jody could believe that. One of her jobs was to brush the coats of some of the longer haired 
breeds. Her hand and arm were very sore after the first few days of brushing. Cheryl rarely did 
any clipping any more because she experienced too much pain in her thumb. Mike and Cheryl 
used electric razors whenever they could, but there was still a lot of scissor clipping to be done. 
Jody was saving money from each of her paycheques to buy a really good quality pair of scissors 
for herself. 

“There you are,” said Mrs. McKee, handing her the card. “Now about grooming Nicky…I 
usually have him clipped more in the style of a Schnauzer than a Poodle.”

Jody nodded and made a note of that on the card. 

“How about his face?” asked Jody.

“His face?”

“Yes. Is it square around the muzzle or more rounded?” asked     
 Jody.

“Oh, I see what you mean. Squared off, and please cut his 
eyebrows a little shorter. They grow so quickly! But not too short of course.”

“All right,” said Jody. She wasn’t certain what “short but not too short” meant for the eyebrows, 
but if she wrote down Mrs. McKee’s instructions, she knew that Mike or Cheryl would know 
what was needed.

“That’s everything, I think,” said Jody. “If you’ll just sign here, Mrs. McKee, then we’ll see you 
around 4:30 pm.”
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Why is it important to write instructions from the client and not merely pass them on to the 
head groomer orally?

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________

When Jody first began working at The Grooming Place, she forgot to get a client’s 
authorization on a bath and tidy, but Mike didn’t seem to mind. But when she forgot again 
on a breed cut, he became quite annoyed with her. Why?

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________
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Ready for an Activity?

Activity 2-3
You answer the phone at The Grooming Place. The call is from Barbara Little, a regular 
customer with a Schnoodle named Tansy. Listen to your client’s request and write any relevant 
notes or instructions on the Service Record and invoice. 
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Learner Name_______________________________ 

Assessment
Assess yourself at the end of this chapter. You should be able to complete the following list of 
skills to successfully finish and move on to Chapter Three. Hand in your self-assessment to your 
instructor. It will be returned to you with your instructor’s comments.
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Learner Name  

Assessment

Assess yourself at the end of this chapter. You should be able to complete the following 
list of skills to successfully finish and move on to Chapter Three. Hand in your self-
assessment to your instructor. It will be returned to you with your instructor’s comments. 

Skill Have I successfully completed this skill? 

Use the Client Record to fill in information 
on an invoice 

[ ] yes 
[ ] yes, and would like more practice 
[ ] needs work 

Complete an invoice with relevant client 
and grooming information 

[ ] yes 
[ ] yes, and would like more practice 
[ ] needs work 

Complete a Service Record as an ongoing 
log of activity 

[ ] yes 
[ ] yes, and would like more practice 
[ ] needs work 

Complete a Service Record using 
information from the client and the Client 
Record

[ ] yes 
[ ] yes, and would like more practice 
[ ] needs work 

Make notes about a dog’s behaviour 
[ ] yes 
[ ] yes, and would like more practice 
[ ] needs work 

Make notes about special grooming 
instructions

[ ] yes 
[ ] yes, and would like more practice 
[ ] needs work 

Listen and understand instructions from the 
client regarding grooming. Obtain client’s 
signature when needed. 

[ ] yes 
[ ] yes, and would like more practice 
[ ] needs work 

This chapter was started on: This chapter was completed on: 

Instructor Comments: Instructor Comments:
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Skills Transfer
In Chapter Two you’ve practised:

 
Filling in forms:

►   Completing invoices
►   Filling in Service Records

Keeping a log:

►   Logging in a Service Record

Writing instructions, directions and notes:

►   Writing instructions on a Service Record and invoice
►   Writing notes on a client card

These are Essential Skills for a pet groomer; mastering these skills means you are one step closer 
to getting the job you want! Even if you’ve decided you would like more practice at these skills, 
you’ve made an excellent start.

Maybe without realizing it, you’ve learned something else, too. These Essential Skills are all 
transferable. This means you can take these skills and use them in other places and contexts.

The list on the next page suggests some other ways in which you can use your Essential Skills. 
Can you add to the list?
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Now that you can…

►    Fill in an invoice

►    Keep a grooming record 

►    Write grooming instructions

►    Write a note about a dog’s   
        behavioural habits

You can…

►    Fill in other forms: a swimming           
        registration for children or an   
        application for a bank account

►    Keep a personal diet and exercise  
        log

►    Write instructions to a babysitter  
        or repair person

►    Write a note to a teacher or as a   
        reminder to yourself
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Practitioner Notes for Chapter Two
In this chapter, the learner will work on writing skills for a pet groomer. 

Activity 2-1
In the first activity, the learner is required to fill in an invoice with information that is already 
provided on other forms. There is an example of a correctly completed invoice provided in the 
chapter. At this point, the learner is not totalling the invoice. The emphasis is on recording the 
correct information in the appropriate sections of the invoice. 

The invoice should contain the following information:

Client Name: Steve Billings
Home Phone: 531-0097
Work Phone: 393-7756
Pet’s name: Schultz
Breed: Standard Schnauzer
Colour/Markings: Black
Today’s grooming instructions: Breed cut
Service: Breed cut
Cost: $80.00

Activity 2-2
In this activity the learner must:

►   Fill in a Service Record
►   Update a Client Information card
►   Fill in an invoice and tick the boxes on the invoice for de-matting and clipping

The note on the Client Information card should include the following information:
Right hind leg broken in February. Still sensitive. Needs to be muzzled.

Date Service Total Cost Client Authorization Stylist
Today Bath and tidy. De-mat and clip 

around rump. 
85
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Client Name: Kevin Fleury
Home Phone: 
Work Phone: 
Pet’s name: Dora
Breed: Golden Retriever
Colour/Markings: Gold
Today’s grooming instructions: Bath and tidy, 
de-mat and clip
Service: Bath and tidy, de-mat and clip 
Cost: $75.00 for the bath and tidy. $5.00 each for the de-mat and clip.

Activity 2-3 
This activity is a role play. 

Your name is Barbara Little and you own a Schnoodle. You are a regular client at The Grooming 
Place. Your Schnoodle, Tansy, normally has a cut like a Poodle. This time, however, you would 
like her groomed like a Schnauzer. The learner has been asked to fill out the Service Record 
that already has a number of entries for Tansy. In each case it will specify a Poodle breed cut. 
The learner should enter your instructions on the next line. Ideally the learner should ask you to 
confirm the change in breed cut. In order to successfully complete the “transaction” with you, the 
learner must ask for your client authorization. You should sign the appropriate box. 

    

As well, there are a number of Paws to Think questions. The learner should discuss his or her 
answers with you. Answers are acceptable providing they show that the learner is thinking 
within the context of the scenarios. The final question at the end of scenario 2-3 may be a little 
tricky. The learner should realize that a bath and tidy can’t really be done incorrectly, but that 
the wrong clipping instructions, or clipping without a client’s approval, is a more serious error. 
For example, imagine if the last cut a dog received was a teddy bear clip for the winter. When 
the client brings in the dog again, it’s to prepare it for a breed show. The clip needs to be a breed 
clip, but the groomer gives it a teddy instead. What a disaster from the client’s point of view!
 

Date Service Total Cost Client Authorization Stylist
Today Breed cut as Schnauzer - Sign here
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Learner Introduction to Chapter Three:
Pet Grooming and Math Skills
In Chapter Three Jody uses her math skills at The Grooming 
Place. Jody learns how to do cash transactions, so she learns 
to:

►   Read and write decimal numbers 
►   Perform money calculations 
►   Make change correctly 

These are all math skills that she learned while upgrading, but she hasn’t used them for a while, 
so she is feeling a bit rusty! Fortunately her boss Cheryl provides her with some good training, 
showing her how to count back change, use the cash register, and complete invoices. Jody was 
surprised to discover how much math she had to use at The Grooming Place.

In the first scenario, Cheryl decides it’s time for Jody to learn how to do transactions on the cash 
register. Jody reviews counting back change – an important skill when you are working with 
money. In the first activity you will get to practise counting back change to your instructor or a 
volunteer.

In Scenario Two, Jody learns to complete the money section of the invoice. This means she must 
learn to calculate tax and add it to the service or product the client is paying for. In the second 
activity you will have the opportunity to practise filling in two invoices with services, products and 
taxes.

A third activity in this chapter allows you to combine the skills from the first two scenarios. 
Totalling invoices and counting back change are the most frequent math activities you will perform 
at a pet groomer’s, so make sure you practise these skills until you are comfortable with them.

To get the maximum benefit from working through this chapter, it’s important to put yourself in 
Jody’s place and think like a pet groomer. Imagine you are being trained to work with cash. Try 
answering the questions that appear in bold by yourself before looking at the answers. The Paws 
to Think section will give you further opportunity to reflect on some information or situations that 
you may encounter working as a pet groomer.

The first activity in Chapter Three is a role play. The second activity you complete on your own 
and hand in to your instructor for feedback. In the third activity you will complete the invoice on 
your own and then role play its payment with your instructor or volunteer.

Everyone tends to forget math skills unless they’re using them regularly. Be sure to ask your 
instructor for more practice work in the areas of making change and calculating and adding in 
tax if you need it. 
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Learning Outcomes for Chapter Three

After working through this chapter, you should be able to:

►   Count back change to a customer
►   Calculate both GST and PST
►   Add service charges, product prices and taxes on an invoice

At the end of the chapter, you will be able to assess yourself on these essential workplace 
skills.
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Scenarios and Activities

Scenario 3-1
Although Jody has had other jobs, she has never actually worked a cash register. At The 
Grooming Place, Cheryl is the business partner who takes care of the financial end of things. 
Either she or Mike is always there when a client is making a payment, so Jody has not needed to 
concern herself too much with this part of the business. One day as Jody was preparing the Client 
Cards and invoices for the day, Cheryl said,

“I’ve been meaning to show you how to use the cash register, Jody. Have you ever worked on 
cash before?”

“No I haven’t, but I would like to learn,” said Jody.

“Excellent,” said Cheryl. “How were your math skills in school?”

“Ummm…All right, I guess,” said Jody. 

“What does ‘all right’ mean?” asked Cheryl with a faint smile.

Inwardly, Jody groaned. She liked Cheryl but did not find her quite as easygoing as Mike. Jody 
had discovered that Cheryl was much fussier about details than Mike was. Math had never been 
a favourite subject for Jody. When she did her upgrading she discovered that her math ability 
lagged behind her reading and writing skills. She had worked hard and eventually acquired the 
skills she needed for her job. 

“Well, I worked a lot on money math when I did my upgrading,” said Jody.

“That’s good. What kind of money math?” asked Cheryl.

Jody thought for a few moments. Her classes with Alison seemed like so long ago now!

“Mostly counting money. You know, if the customer gives you twenty dollars for an item that 
costs $12.95, how much do you give him in change. That sort of thing.”

Cheryl nodded.

“Great. If you know how to do that, I’ll just need to show you how to use the register.”
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Cheryl showed Jody that the register was divided into two main sections. The buttons on the left 
were those that related to grooming. The buttons on the right were like the pad on a calculator or 
computer. This was where she would key in the prices.

After they had practised for a while Jody said, “Why is it important to count the change back to 
the client? Doesn’t the register do it for me?”

Can you answer Jody’s question?

“Good question Jody. I think there’s more than one answer,” said Cheryl. “First of all, it’s good 
customer service. Nothing irritates me more than having all of my change dumped into my hands 
with the cashier muttering the amount at the same time.”

Jody grinned. Yes, she knew exactly what Cheryl meant! However, most of the time cashiers 
handed you the change and said the amount clearly. She said so to Cheryl.

“That’s true,” Cheryl admitted. “If you were absolutely hopeless at counting out change, I guess 
I could live with that. But it isn’t just good customer service; it’s also a double-check.” 

Jody looked puzzled so Cheryl explained. 

“When you count the money back to the client, you are making double sure that you’ve counted 
out the right amount in the first place. For example, the register says that you should give the 
customer $2.35 in change. You see that amount and you immediately think ‘toonie’. So maybe 
by mistake you grab two toonies and 35 cents and hand them to the client, saying, ‘$2.35, thank 
you very much’, and the client says to himself, ‘Thank you very much’ and leaves.” Cheryl 
paused. “Most people are honest, but many won’t even look at the money you’ve given them, 
which brings me to reason number three.”

Wow! Jody thought. Who knew there were so many reasons for counting back change?
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“As I just said, many customers won’t even look at the money you hand them, but we want them 
to look at it! We don’t want anyone to come back and say that we short-changed them, that we 
should have given them a twenty and actually gave them a ten. Mistakes like these can happen. 
When you count back change, the chances of making these kinds of errors are very unlikely.”

“That makes a lot of sense,” said Jody. “I’ll try to count out the change every time and not rely 
on the register.”

“That’s great,” said Cheryl, “but don’t forget to use the register too! It tells you how much 
change you owe the client. When you count the change back to the client, the amount you give 
him or her should be the same as the change that the register tells you to give. If you count back 
the change and confirm the amount with the cash register, it’s pretty hard to go wrong.”

That day, Jody put through her first transactions on the register. Most of them involved credit 
cards and debit, but she had two cash sales. The first one came to $42.40 for a bath and tidy of a 
Border Collie. The client, Jenna Best, gave her sixty dollars. 

Here are the coins and bills that Jody must give Jenna Best. In what order would you give 
them to her if you were giving the change?

►   Five dollars
►   Ten dollars
►   Toonie
►   Quarters
►   Dime

Jody remembered from her upgrading and practice with Cheryl that you start with the change 
and work your way up. First, Jody handed Jenna the dime, two quarters and toonie and said,

“$42.40 plus $2.60 makes $45.”

Then, she handed her the five and next the ten.

“Plus five makes $50 and ten makes $60. Thank you very much, Jenna.”

“Thanks! Come Spike!” said Jenna.

The next client to pay by cash had brought in a Labrador Retriever for a bath and tidy. The total 
came to $50.88 and the client gave Jody three 20-dollar bills.

What would the change be? How would you count it out to the client?
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Write down the amount of change you would give the customer and the coins and bills you 
would use to do it.

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

Paws to Think

At The Grooming Place, Jody works for two bosses with very 
different personalities: Mike is usually easygoing, whereas 
Cheryl is fussier about details. It isn’t unusual to have more 
than one supervisor on the job. How would you handle having 
supervisors with very different personalities?

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

 Counting back change can be tricky! If you’re not sure how to count back change, or if you’ve 
forgotten, check out the web for practice sites. Try out http://www.funbrain.com/cashreg/ to 
improve your skills. Or practise with your own coins and some play money from a Monopoly 
game. You can also count back your own change each time you pay for something at a store.
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Ready for an Activity?

Activity 3-1
Your instructor or a volunteer is a dog sitter who has brought in three of her charges for 
grooming. There are three separate invoices, and your instructor dog sitter has received cash 
from the owners to pay for each dog. The totals of the three invoices are as follows: 

Dachshund   $33.92

Cairn Terrier  $58.30

Standard Poodle $95.60

Count back change as though you are dealing with a client.
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Scenario 3-2
Now that Jody was working with cash, Cheryl also showed her how to complete invoices. Up 
until this point Jody had been writing in the service and price, but she hadn’t been calculating the 
tax or totalling the invoice.

“It’s very straightforward,” Cheryl explained. “Just total the services that the dog receives. Then 
add the tax….”

“Tax!” Jody exclaimed. “I keep meaning to ask you about that! Why do we only charge one tax 
for grooming? I thought everything has two taxes.”

Cheryl shook her head. “Not services. Grooming is a service so it’s only taxed with the GST, you 
know, Goods and Services Tax. The GST is currently at 6%.” (NOTE: The GST was 6% when 
this material was prepared and the activities are based on the 6% rate, although the rate has since 
changed to 5%).

“Oh, I see,” said Jody. “So I only ever have to worry about one tax?” How bad can that be, she 
thought to herself.

“Usually that’s the way, but there are always exceptions. As you know, we sell a few pet care 
products. In fact, we’re thinking of expanding the line – getting into collars and things. There’s 
some very trendy stuff on the market right now, and people who spend money grooming their 
pets are often happy to indulge them in other ways.” Cheryl paused. “Where was I? Oh yes, tax. 
Anyway, whenever we sell something like a bottle of shampoo or carpet deodorizer, we have to 
charge provincial sales tax as well, which covers the sale of goods. Provincial sales tax is at 8%.”

Jody looked confused so Cheryl continued.

“Don’t worry; it’s perfectly clear. If all the client is taking with them out the door is a freshly 
groomed dog, then just charge GST. If they’re buying anything else, then only that item is taxed 
with both PST and GST.”

“Okay,” said Jody, “I think I’ve got that, but how do I write it on the invoice?”

Cheryl explained how to complete the money part of the invoice in steps.

“As you know, we fill out the invoice with the client’s name and phone number. We put in the 
dog’s breed and name and what it’s having done that day. We never fill in the amounts at that 
point, because we’re getting the client to sign for the service, not the price. The price can vary, 
depending on whether or not the dog has mats or fleas, or there’s extra clipping to be done.”

Jody nodded. Sometimes people brought in their dogs for a bath and tidy and she ended up 
spending an extra half hour de-matting. Most people knew when their dogs were matted or had 
fleas and expected the extra fees.
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“After the dog is groomed we can finish filling out the invoice. The prices of the services go 
here on the right,” she said, pointing at an invoice. “Then you add them up before calculating 
the GST. Let’s pretend that we have a Golden Retriever in for a bath and tidy and de-matting. 
We’ll say that the dog has very dry skin and needs conditioning too. Fill in the columns for me.”

Jody took a blank invoice and filled in the price of grooming and the extra services.

Bath and tidy $75.00
Conditioning shampoo  $5.00
De-matting $10.00

“Good, now subtotal it,” said Cheryl.
“Doesn’t the register do that?” asked Jody.

Bath and tidy $75.00
Conditioning shampoo  $5.00
De-matting $10.00

Subtotal        $90.00
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“Yes, it does,” Cheryl agreed. “Usually, though, we have our invoices completed for the client 
before they are put through the register.” She handed Jody a calculator.

“This calculator doesn’t have a percent key,” said Jody.

“That’s all right. You can still work it out,” said Cheryl.

Can I? Jody wondered. 

Can you?

Jody knew that the GST was 6%. If there was a percent key on her calculator, she would just 
have to multiply the total, $90, by 6%. However, since there wasn’t, Jody thought she’d try 
multiplying the $90 by six.

“$540.00! That can’t be right!” 

“It looks like you’ve forgotten that 6% is the same as .06,” Cheryl observed.

“Thanks, Cheryl,” said Jody with a sigh. She tried again. “$90 x .06…That’s it! $5.40 in tax.”

“Good,” said Cheryl. “Now add the tax to the invoice and total the whole thing.”

LBS LEVEL 3/4: Pet Groomer Curriculum     Chapter 3

“It’s easy enough when there’s just GST,” said Jody. “But what if I have to sell something else?”

GST     $5.40

Bath and tidy $75.00
Conditioning shampoo  $5.00
De-matting $10.00

    Subtotal    $90.00

Total   $95.40
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“It does become more difficult,” Cheryl agreed. “Often, we just put the item through the cash 
register. After all, the client has the register receipt and doesn’t usually need it written on the 
invoice.”

Jody brightened at once.

“However,” Cheryl continued, “some customers want everything on the invoice. As you know, a 
couple of breeders bring their dogs to us, and they like everything on the invoice for their income 
tax. Let’s go back to where you subtotalled the services on the invoice and take it from there.”

Bath and tidy $75.00
Conditioning shampoo  $5.00
De-matting $10.00

    Subtotal    $90.00

“Right, now add a bottle of shampoo below. How about a bottle of Benchlow’s flea shampoo for 
15.95,” said Cheryl.

Bath and tidy $75.00
Conditioning shampoo  $5.00
De-matting $10.00
Benchlow Flea and Tick                        $15.95

“All right. Now subtotal everything so far and then calculate the GST on that amount.”
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“The sub-total is $105.95 and the GST is $6.36,” said Jody.

“Good. Now calculate the provincial sales tax just for the shampoo.”

Jody complied. 

“$15.95 x .08 is $1.28. I write that in on the line below?”

“That’s right. Now add up everything.” 

Bath and tidy $75.00
Conditioning shampoo  $5.00
De-matting $10.00
Benchlow Flea and Tick      

              

$15.95

Subtotal    $105.95
GST      $6.36
PST      $1.28
Total      $123.59

“Phew! I’m glad that most people are happy with a register receipt!” said Jody.

“It is a bit tricky, but it’s important to understand how to separate the services from the 
products,” said Cheryl.

“I never really thought I’d still be doing math after leaving school,” said Jody.

“You’d be surprised,” said Cheryl. “Adding up invoice totals is a daily activity. Eventually, you 
may have to total orders to our suppliers too. Basic math is necessary in most jobs.”
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Paws to Think

Cheryl tells Jody that it’s important to understand how to 
separate services from products when filling out an invoice. 
Why is this necessary?

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________
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Ready for these Activities?

Activity 3-2
Complete invoices for the following clients and dogs. You may use a calculator. For the 
purposes of this activity, assume that the client has already given approval for the service. 

Rachael Reeves
(416) 245-5387
Mabel the English Spaniel
Breed cut $70

Arnie Grey
(905) 435-9212
Buttons the Beagle
Bath and tidy $40
Flea shampoo $15.95

Activity 3-3
Write up an invoice for your instructor or volunteer using her/his name and the centre’s phone 
number. Peony the Pekingese has received a bath and tidy for $55.00. Her owner is also 
purchasing a new pink collar with rhinestones for $10.95.
Total the invoice and your instructor or volunteer will pay it when you hand it in. Count back the 
correct change.

For activities two and three, you may print out the invoices or photocopy them.
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Learner Name___________________________________ 

Assessment
Assess yourself at the end of this chapter. You should be able to complete the following list of 
skills to successfully finish and move on to Chapter Four. Hand in your self-assessment to your 
instructor. It will be returned to you with your instructor’s comments.
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Learner Name  

Assessment

Assess yourself at the end of this chapter. You should be able to complete the following 
list of skills to successfully finish and move on to Chapter Four. Hand in your self-
assessment to your instructor. It will be returned to you with your instructor’s comments. 

Skill Have I successfully completed this skill? 

Count back change 
[ ] yes 
[ ] yes, and would like more practice 
[ ] needs work 

Calculate GST on a service 
[ ] yes 
[ ] yes, and would like more practice 
[ ] needs work 

Calculate PST on a product 
[ ] yes 
[ ] yes, and would like more practice 
[ ] needs work 

Calculate GST and PST on combined 
services and products

[ ] yes 
[ ] yes, and would like more practice 
[ ] needs work 

Fill in an invoice with the correct amounts 
for services, products and taxes 

[ ] yes 
[ ] yes, and would like more practice 
[ ] needs work 

Add up an invoice to the correct total 
[ ] yes 
[ ] yes, and would like more practice 
[ ] needs work 

This chapter was started on: This chapter was completed on: 

Instructor Comments: Instructor Comments:
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Skills Transfer
In Chapter Three you’ve practised:

Handling money:

►   Counting back correct change

Completing invoices:

►   Filling in services and products
►   Calculating GST and PST
►   Totalling invoices

These are Essential Skills for a pet groomer; mastering these skills means you are one step closer 
to getting the job you want! Even if you’ve decided you would like more practice at these skills, 
you’ve made an excellent start.

Maybe without realizing it, you’ve learned something else, too. These Essential Skills are all 
transferable. This means you can take these skills and use them in other places and contexts.

The list below suggests some other ways in which you can use your Essential Skills. Can you 
add to the list?

Now that you can…

►    Count back correct   
        change to a grooming client

►    Fill in services and products on  
        an invoice

►    Calculate GST and PST on an  
        invoice

►    Total an invoice

You can…

►    Count back change to a friend who has   
        given you cash to make a purchase

►    Fill in a form for a catalogue order

►    Calculate tax on a personal purchase

►    Calculate the total amount of a purchase
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Practitioner Notes for Chapter Three
There are two scenarios and three activities relating to money math in this chapter.

Activity 3-1
In the first activity, the learner is required to count back change to you or a volunteer for three 
separate services. You are a dog sitter who has brought in three dogs for grooming

Note:  The G.S.T. rate used for calculations in this chapter is based on the rate of 6% as 
this was the rate at the time of the material development.  You may want to have the learner 
perform the calculations twice (using the previous rate of 6% and the current rate of 5%) as 
extra practice for the learner. 

Dachshund   $33.92  Use two twenties or a fifty.

Cairn Terrier  $58.30  Use three twenties or a fifty and a twenty. 

Standard Poodle $95.60  Use $100 in any denomination.

Canadian currency “play money” would be ideal to use for this activity. To be successful at this 
activity, the learner must count starting with the change up to the largest bills from the amount 
owed to the amount tendered. The learner is required to do this three times, as though there are 
three invoices. If the learner requires more practice at this skill, you can practise with other dog 
breeds and prices.

Activity 3-2
In this activity the learner is required to fill out the cash section of an invoice. He or she 
must calculate tax on a service and on a product and add the tax with the service and/or item 
purchased. A calculator is permitted, because pet groomers generally use either a calculator 
or the cash register to calculate tax. The tricky part with tax at a groomer’s is that grooming 
carries only the GST, whereas grooming products have both PST and GST. There are two 
invoices to fill out: one with only grooming (and therefore only GST) and the other with 
grooming and a product. 

Answers for Activity 3-2
a)   Reeves 
      $70 grooming plus $4.20 GST         $74.20

b)   Grey
      $40 grooming, $15.95 shampoo GST $3.36  PST $1.28      $60.59

LBS LEVEL 3/4: Pet Groomer Curriculum     Chapter 3
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Activity 3-3
The learner will total an invoice and you will “pay” for the service and collar for your Pekingese 
named Peony. If possible, use two fifties or a one hundred dollar bill.

$55.00 bath and tidy   $10.95 collar   $3.96 GST   .88 PST   $70.79

Activity 3-3 combines the first two activities for more practice. You can use more of these 
combination activities if required by the learner. Use different breeds and grooming instructions. 
Add items like shampoo, a brush or collar and just make up prices. Have the learner complete 
the invoices and then you or a volunteer pay “cash” so that the learner can count back change.

Answer for Activity 3-3
Invoice should include grooming 55.00
Collar     10.95
GST (on both)      3.96
PST (on collar)       .88
Total                $70.79



 

Chapter Four

Reading Skills
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Pet groomers expect their employees to be able to read and 
understand information because reading text is an essential 
workplace skill. We know that Jody must read grooming 
records and their attending notes, but she is also required to 
read instructions and directions as part of her job. 

In the first scenario of Chapter Four, Mike talks about 
offering helpful advice to clients who might want to groom 
their own dogs. When a client calls about his dog’s bad 
mats, Jody is ready to offer some instructions that she reads 
from a grooming guide. In the second scenario, Jody relays 
the directions on the back of a bottle of medicated shampoo 
to Mike who is up to his elbows in shampoo lather. 

In Chapter Four, Jody reads:

►   Instructions on how to de-mat a dog
►   Directions on a bottle of medicated shampoo

In both cases Jody must skim to understand the type of text and scan to find specific information. 
She must also follow written instructions and directions and relay them to the client who calls, and 
to Mike.

To get the maximum benefit from working through this chapter, it’s important to put yourself 
in Jody’s place and think like a pet groomer. What would you do if you were faced with a 
similar situation? Try answering the questions that appear in bold by yourself before looking 
at the answers. The Paws to Think section will give you further opportunity to reflect on some 
information or situations you may encounter when you’re working as a pet groomer. You can write 
your answers to these questions in the space provided. Your instructor may wish to discuss some of 
your responses, or there may be another learner in your program who is also planning to become 
a pet groomer. If so, you can discuss your answers and insights together. Whether your discussion 
is with your instructor or another learner, talking over what you think will help you to learn even 
more.

Finally, after each scenario, there is an activity that is similar to one you would be required to 
perform while working as a pet groomer. In the activities found in Chapter Four, you will have the 
opportunity to read instructions and directions. 

Learner Introduction to Chapter Four:
Pet Grooming and Reading Skills
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In Activity One, a client asks your advice on the care of clippers. You will be able to give her 
some tips from a page of instructions that come with the clippers you use in the shop.

In Activity Two, you will scan the directions from a bottle of flea and tick shampoo and ask 
relevant questions of a client who has a dog with fleas. Afterwards, you will relay instructions to 
the groomer. 

In both instances you will role play with your instructor or a volunteer as though you 
actually work at The Grooming Place. After each activity your instructor or tutor will 
provide feedback or clarify any questions or concerns you may have.
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Learning Outcomes for Chapter Four

After working through this chapter, you should be able to:

►   Use your reading skills to read instructions 
►   Use your reading skills to read directions
►   Skim text and scan for information
►   Clearly convey important information to others

At the end of the chapter, you will be able to assess yourself on these essential workplace 
skills.
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Scenarios and Activities

Scenario 4-1
Mike and Cheryl prided themselves on their good customer service. They were always happy to 
share grooming tips and information with clients who wanted to groom their own dogs. At first, 
Jody wondered about this.

“Doesn’t that take away from your business?” she asked.

“Just the opposite, in fact,” said Mike. “People who want to groom their own dogs are going 
to try it no matter what. Also, many people just can’t afford to have their dogs professionally 
groomed on a regular basis. The how-to information is out there on the Internet and in books. 
Why not make it easy for them? I’d rather that someone got the right information from us and 
did the job well. You can do a lot of damage with a pair of scissors and some clippers!”

“I can see that,” said Jody, “but how does it add to your business?” 

Mike laughed. “Sometimes with the best instruction in the world people will still get it wrong. 
Then they very sheepishly bring in their dogs and we get to tidy things up. But most people do 
okay with their home grooming and they really appreciate our help. As a matter of fact, they 
appreciate it so much, they tell their friends how very helpful we are. And those friends bring 
their dogs to us.”

“I get it,” said Jody. “What a great idea!”

It wasn’t long after this conversation that Jody had someone 
phone and ask her advice about de-matting his Collie.

“We have a special comb for de-matting. It saves a lot of time 
and doesn’t pull,” Jody explained over the phone.

“All I have is a regular grooming comb and some scissors. Isn’t 
there anything I can do about these mats?” asked the person on 
the other end of the phone.

“Just a moment. I will look up mats in our grooming guide and see what I can find,” said Jody.
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Removing Mats
As carefully as you can, take your comb and starting at the edge of a mat, use the teeth of the 
comb to lift the mat away from the skin. In most cases, you will be able to raise the mat one to 
two centimetres away from the skin. Once you are able to raise the mat, use your scissors to 
make small snips under the mat. This process will have to be repeated throughout the clipping 
process. While they don’t offer as smooth a cut, curved scissors are the safest for this portion 
of the project. By raising the mat away from the skin you lower the risk of accidentally cutting 

the dog but the chance is still there. This isn’t a chore 
that can be rushed. Depending on the size of the dog 
and the severity of the mats, you could be looking at 
up to one and a half to even two hours. If lucky, you 
will be able to remove all mats this way. If not, you 
will at least have removed a large portion of the mats 
and saved wear and tear on your clipper blades. 

“Where do I start?” asked the client.

Jody scanned the entry in the encyclopedia.

“The first thing you have to do is lift the mat with your comb. Do you have the right kind of 
comb to lift the mat?” asked Jody.

“Yes, I think so. What next?”

“Make sure you lift the mat away from the skin. What kind of scissors do you have? The guide 
suggests you use curved scissors,” said Jody. “With the curved scissors you need to snip below 
the mat after you have lifted it.”

Fortunately it wasn’t busy at The Grooming Place just then. Mike had left early and there 
were no more appointments. Jody opened the large General Guide to Grooming and read the 
following:
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“Okay. I lift the mat with a comb and then I snip underneath.”

“That’s right.” Jody scanned the text a little more. “You have to be very careful. I’m afraid that it 
will take you a long time if your dog is very matted.”

“And you say you have a special comb for this?”

“Yes we do,” said Jody. “It works very well and doesn’t pull at the fur.”

“Thanks very much for your help. I’ll give this a try.”

The next morning Jody started work at 10 am. Mike and Cheryl had come in early. 

“Good morning, Jody. I hear you gave some very good advice on the phone yesterday.”

For a moment Jody looked puzzled and then she remembered.

“Oh yes, the matted Collie. Did he call back?”

“Better than that. He came in for a mat comb first thing this morning. Great customer service, 
Jody!”
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Ready for an Activity?

Activity 4-1
A client (your instructor or a volunteer) calls and asks you about caring for her clippers. Read the 
following instructions and answer the client’s questions.

 

Care of Clippers
Before use, apply a few drops of lubricating oil to the tops of the blade so it can run between 
the teeth and then turn the clipper on to spread the oil. From time to time during the clipping 
process, turn the clippers off, use the tiny brush to remove built up hair and then lightly oil again. 
There are air vents in the rear of the clipper housing; keep these clear of hair and dirt. When you 
have finished with the clippers, clean and oil them immediately and then store them in a clean, 
dry area. 
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Scenario 4-2
One Monday morning Jody arrived to open The Grooming Place and found a UPS delivery 
person leaning against the door. 

“Hi. I’ve got five cartons for you from Hair Balls,” he said glancing down at his electronic 
clipboard.

“Oh good,” said Jody. “We’ve been looking forward to getting this product.”

She unlocked the door, turned off the alarm and flipped on the lights. The UPS man wheeled in 
the boxes on a trolley and held out the clipboard to her. Jody counted the boxes and made sure 
they were in good shape and not leaking. Then she signed for them.

“Thanks!” she said.

Why do you think that Jody counted the boxes and checked for any damage? (Hint: She 
does this before signing for the delivery.)

Jody was always careful when she signed for deliveries. During her first week at The Grooming 
Place Mike had signed for a delivery without checking it. There was one box missing and a 
damaged bottle of shampoo in another case. The courier company, Town Haul, had refused 
to take responsibility because Mike had signed for the total shipment. Cheryl had been very 
annoyed with Mike that day. 

Jody had just finished opening when Cheryl arrived. Together, they unpacked the boxes of new 
product. There were brushes and combs, specialty shampoos and conditioners, as well as a new 
line of high-end collars and leads. Cheryl worked out prices and Jody enjoyed arranging the new 
items. When Mike came in around 11 am, Jody was just putting the finishing touches on the slat 
wall display of collars and leads.

“Nice,” he said, gazing at the wall with approval. “This is 
the stuff from Hair Balls, isn’t it? Great timing! They’ve 
got that medicated shampoo and I’ve got a dog coming in 
this afternoon that needs it.” He picked up one of the large 
bottles of shampoo and examined it. “Yes, this looks like the 
right stuff.”

Around lunchtime David Drew brought in his dog, Chester, 
an elderly Black Lab.
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“Hello Chester,” said Mike. Chester thumped his tail. “Let’s have a look at you while David’s 
here.” Squatting by the dog, Mike gently parted the hair on Chester’s back. Large white flakes 
and irritated skin could be seen beneath the black coat. Mike gave Chester a reassuring pat and 
stood up.

“We’re going to give a new shampoo a try on Chester today,” he said to David. 

“I hope it doesn’t have any tolnaflate in it,” said David. “We tried a shampoo that the vet gave 
us with that stuff in it, and it seemed to make him worse.”

“I’ll check,” said Mike. “Jody, what’s the active ingredient in the new Hair Balls Medicated 
Shampoo?”

Jody was standing quite close to the shampoo bottle. She turned it around to read the back 
label.

Hair Balls Medicated Shampoo

For temporary relief of itching and flaking seborrheic dermatitis

Shake well before using. Wet the coat thoroughly with warm water. Apply enough 
Hair Balls Medicated Shampoo to obtain a good lather. Massage well into fur 
and allow lather to stand 3 to 5 minutes. Rinse. Repeat application and rinse 
thoroughly. Itching and scaling are often controlled after 2 – 3 treatments. To 
prevent recurrence of skin disorder use Hair Balls Medicated Shampoo once to 
twice weekly.
A cleansing shampoo for external use only.

Caution: Keep out of reach of children. Do not use on cats. If undue skin irritation 
develops or increases, discontinue use and consult a veterinarian. Do not use on 
very irritated skin. Avoid contact with eyes.

This is an exceptionally mild shampoo, gentle to skin and hair that has been 
abused by scratching and matting. Non staining, Hair Balls Medicated Shampoo 
leaves hair clean, manageable and smooth.

Active Ingredients
Coal tar-sulphur extract USP 5%
Salicylic acid USP 2%

Contains 4% ethanol

Jody scanned the label until she came to the bottom.
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“Active ingredients,” she read, “Coal tar-sulphur extract USP 5% and 2% sali…salicylic acid 
USP. It also says it contains 4% ethanol.”

“I guess that sounds all right,” said David.

“Coal tar is very gentle and salicylic acid is a natural ingredient,” Mike assured him. “We’ll get 
him up on the table right away. Why don’t you come back around 2:00 pm?”

Mike is sure that salicylic acid and tolnaflate are not the same ingredients, but are you? Look 
each of these ingredients up on the Internet and write out brief definitions of each in the Paws to 
Think section on the next page.

Jody watched Mike as he soaked Chester’s coat, preparing it for 
the shampoo. Mike pressed down on the pump a few times and 
began to massage the shampoo into the old dog’s coat. Chester 
sighed happily.

“I bet that feels good doesn’t it old boy?” Mike said in the 
gentle voice he reserved for dogs who might be frightened or in 
discomfort. His hands were covered in shampoo and the back label 
of the bottle faced away from him. “Jody, can you just check to see 
how long this stuff is supposed to remain on the coat?”

“Sure.” Jody scanned again. “It says, ‘Massage well into fur and allow lather to stand 3 to 5 
minutes. Rinse. Repeat application and rinse thoroughly.’” 

“Repeat, eh? Okay Chester. Let’s rinse you down now and start again.”

Just before two o’clock Jody asked Mike, “Should I add a small bottle of that shampoo to 
David’s invoice?”

“Why?” asked Mike.

Why does Jody ask this question? Read the label again to find out.

“The instructions on the back say that you might have to repeat the application two or three 
times before the skin clears up. Then, you’re supposed to apply it once or twice a week to make 
sure that the condition doesn’t return.”
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“Really? Let me read that.” Turning the large bottle towards him he read the back label. 
“Hmmm. I can’t imagine any dog’s coat benefiting from a once or twice a week shampoo. 
Perhaps another application in a week, but after that I wouldn’t shampoo so often.”

A few minutes later, he said as much to David, who decided against buying the shampoo. 

“I’ll just bring him back in a week’s time,” he said.

Paws to Think

Look up the meaning of the following ingredients on the 
Internet and write out brief descriptions of each.

1.   Salicylic acid

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

2.   Tolnaflate

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

3.   In this scenario, Jody is required to sign for a shipment, unpack the boxes and display  
      the merchandise. If she decided that working at The Grooming Place wasn’t for her,  
      where else could she use these skills?

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________
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4.   Look up USP on the Internet. What does it stand for? Why is it used in a description of  
      the active ingredients of a medicated shampoo?

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

5.   Mike, an experienced groomer, reads the instructions on Hair Balls Medicated   
      Shampoo that suggest he use the shampoo once or twice weekly to prevent recurrence.  
      He doesn’t think that is such a good idea. Imagine you are David in this scenario, and  
      Mike contradicts the instructions on the bottle of medicated shampoo. Whom would  
      you believe – Mike or the manufacturer of Hair Balls Medicated Shampoo? Explain  
      your choice.

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

LBS LEVEL 3/4: Pet Groomer Curriculum     Chapter 4

Hair Balls
Medicated 
Shampoo
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Ready for an Activity?

Activity 4-2
A client (your instructor or a volunteer) wants to bring in her female Corgi for a flea treatment. 
Apparently, Jasmine the Corgi has a bad infestation.

1.   What questions will you need to ask the client to know whether or not this is the right  
      shampoo for Jasmine? Make sure you print out and keep the label in front of you so    
      that you can scan for the right information.

 

Hair Balls Flea and Tick Shampoo

Instructions for use:
Shake well before using. Wet dog with warm water. Apply shampoo liberally 
beginning at the head and working backward until entire body is covered. Pay 
special attention to neck and hind quarters. Do not treat eyes, face or genital 
area of pet. For difficult infestations allow lather to remain on animal 3 to 5 
minutes. Rinse thoroughly. Repeat as necessary.

Precautions: 
Keep out of reach of children. Do not contaminate food or feed. Keep away 
from animals’ eyes and mouth. Wash hands after using. Do not use on animals 
under 8 weeks of age. Do not treat nursing females. Do not use on sick 
animals. Do not use on animals under drug or pesticide treatment. Before using 
on a pregnant animal, consult a veterinarian. 

First Aid:
If in eye or on skin flush with clear water. If irritation persists obtain medical 
attention. If swallowed obtain medical attention or call poison control at once. 

Active ingredients
Pyrethrins     0.045%
Piperonyl Butoxide    0.90%
N-Octyl Bicycloheptine Dicarboximide 1.50%
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2.   This is a role play. The groomer (your instructor or a volunteer) got her hands wet  
      before she had a chance to read the label. What instructions does she need to know to  
      use this shampoo? Read the necessary details to her out loud.

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

3.   Choose one of the active ingredients in the flea and tick shampoo to look up. Describe  
      its properties and hand in your definition to your instructor.

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________
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Learner Name_________________________________ 

Assessment
Assess yourself at the end of this chapter. You should be able to complete the following list of 
skills to successfully finish and move on to Chapter Five. Hand in your self-assessment to your 
instructor. It will be returned to you with your instructor’s comments.

Page 113 of 133 

Learner Name  

Assessment

Assess yourself at the end of this chapter. You should be able to complete the following 
list of skills to successfully finish and move on to Chapter Five. Hand in your self-
assessment to your instructor. It will be returned to you with your instructor’s comments. 

Skill Have I successfully completed this skill? 

Read and understand instructions from a 
manual 

[ ] yes 
[ ] yes, and would like more practice 
[ ] needs work 

Clearly explain instructions to another 
person

[ ] yes 
[ ] yes, and would like more practice 
[ ] needs work 

Skim and scan instructions for relevant 
information 

[ ] yes 
[ ] yes, and would like more practice 
[ ] needs work 

Research important terms you don’t 
understand

[ ] yes 
[ ] yes, and would like more practice 
[ ] needs work 

Read and understand directions from a 
product label 

[ ] yes 
[ ] yes, and would like more practice 
[ ] needs work 

Ask questions of a client to be sure you are 
using the right product 

[ ] yes 
[ ] yes, and would like more practice 
[ ] needs work 

Convey those instructions so that another 
can follow them 

[ ] yes 
[ ] yes, and would like more practice 
[ ] needs work 

This chapter was started on: This chapter was completed on: 

Instructor Comments: Instuctor Comments:
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Skills Transfer 
In Chapter Four you’ve practised:

Reading instructions:

►   Reading instructions from a grooming manual
►   Skimming and scanning for relevant information
►   Clearly explaining instructions to a client

Reading directions:

►   Reading and understanding instructions on a product label
►   Looking up unfamiliar terms
►   Conveying instructions to the person who needs to follow them

These are Essential Skills for a pet groomer; mastering these skills means you are one step closer 
to getting the job you want! Even if you’ve decided you would like more practice at these skills, 
you’ve made an excellent start.

Maybe without realizing it, you’ve learned something else, too. These Essential Skills are all 
transferable. This means you can take these skills and use them in other places and contexts.

The list below suggests some other ways in which you can use your Essential Skills. Can you 
add to the list?

Now that you can…

►   Use your reading skills to read           
       instructions from a grooming manual 

►   Use your reading skills to read           
       directions on a medicated shampoo bottle

►   Skim text and scan for information

►   Clearly convey important information to  
       others

►   Look up unfamiliar terms on the Internet

You can…

►   Read a manual on a digital   
       camera or new appliance

►   Read the directions on a    
       prescription for medication

►   Look for interesting details in a   
       longer movie review

►   Explain important details of a   
       letter to a spouse or friend

►   Look up an unknown term or   
       word that you hear on the news
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Practitioner Notes for Chapter Four
In this chapter, the learner will read instructions and directions. He or she will:

►   Skim to understand the type of text
►   Scan to find specific information

The text will have some complex and unfamiliar vocabulary. 

Activity 4-1
Explain that you picked up some grooming clippers in a garage sale and that you want to know 
how to care for them. You will be using them to groom your long-haired Shepherd Cross. These 
are the questions you need to ask:

1.   Do I need to do anything to the clippers before I use them?

Learner should say that it’s necessary to apply a few drops of lubricating oil to the tops of the 
blade and turn on the clippers to spread the oil.

2.   What do I do with them when I’m finished?

Learner’s response: Clean and oil them right away and store them where it is clean and dry.

3.   Is there anything I need to watch for while I’m grooming?

Learner’s response: Turn the clippers off periodically while you are grooming and use a tiny 
brush to remove built up hair. Lightly apply oil again. Make sure the air vents on the back of the 
clippers are clear of hair and dirt.

Activity 4-2
In this scenario you or a volunteer will have two roles. 
Part One – Phone The Grooming Place and ask if you can bring in your flea-ridden Corgi, 
Jasmine, for a treatment. The learner should ask you:
How old is Jasmine? (Reply: Two years old)
Is she pregnant? (No)
Is she nursing? (No)
Is she in good health? (Yes)
Is she on any drug treatment? (No)

The learner should then suggest an available time for an appointment.
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Part Two – You are the groomer and you ask the learner to read the instructions from the 
bottle of flea and tick shampoo to you while you prepare the Corgi for its shampoo. The 
learner should tell you:

►   Shake the shampoo before use.
►   Apply liberally on wet dog beginning at the head until body is covered.
►   Pay particular attention to neck and hind quarters.
►   Do not treat eyes, face or genital area of dog.
►   Allow lather to remain on dog 3-5 minutes.
►   Rinse thoroughly.

The learner should also tell you to be careful with your eyes and skin. If he or she doesn’t 
volunteer this information, you might say that your forearm is feeling irritated from the 
shampoo. The learner should tell you to flush your skin well with clear water.

The learner must also look up one of the active ingredients in the Flea and Tick Shampoo on the 
Internet. He or she should be prepared to write about its properties and hand in the definition to 
you.
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Learner Introduction to Chapter Five:
Understanding and Providing Information

In this final chapter, Mike handles a tricky situation with a 
customer while Jody listens and learns. Jody learns valuable 
listening skills and also hears Mike give important information 
to the client. Then, Mike talks to Jody about how important 
listening is to good customer service. To make sure that she 
really gets it, Mike hunts down an article on the Internet and 
gives it to Jody to read.

Primarily, this chapter is about:

►   Listening and understanding information
►   Providing clear information

Both of these skills are learned in a customer service context. Experts say that good listening 
and communication skills are essential for quality customer service. Practising these skills here 
means that you’re also practising integral customer service skills. You will be able to take these 
skills with you to work.

You will have the opportunity to read about Mike’s encounter with an upset client and his 
subsequent discussion with Jody. Then, you can Paws to Think and reflect on what’s happened 
in the scenario. As always, put yourself in Jody’s place when you’re answering these questions. 
Hand your answers in to your instructor for comment and discussion. You’ll also be able to read 
the same Internet article as Jody reads on the importance of good listening skills. You will have 
questions to answer and hand in after reading the article. Then, you will role play a scenario 
with a client (your instructor or a volunteer), which will require excellent listening and customer 
service skills. When you’re finished, you will need to provide clear information to Mike about 
the upcoming grooming job. 
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Learning Outcomes for Chapter Five

After working through this chapter, you should be able to:

►   Listen and understand information
►   Provide clear information
►   Read an Internet article on listening skills and use it to reflect on your own abilities

At the end of the chapter, you will be able to assess yourself on these essential workplace 
skills.
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Scenario and Activity

Scenario 5-1

Part One
“The Grooming Place, this is Mike speaking…Yes, 
hello Mrs. White…Pardon?”

Mike’s eyebrows were raised and his hand clenched 
the phone. Jody looked at him and wondered what 
the call was about. She cleaned the brushes and 
clippers while Mike remained silent with the phone 
to his ear. Then she finished sweeping up the long 
silky tresses of Angel, the Afghan Hound. At last 
Mike spoke.

“That must have been very frightening for you, Mrs. 
White. How is Jujube now?”

Clearly, Mrs. White had much to say on this score, because Mike remained silent while Jody 
made sure the blades, brushes and scissors were ready for the next client.

“Mrs. White, this is something you need to call your vet about. Who do you see? Dr. Sykes? 
Right. Tell Dr. Sykes exactly what you’ve told me. Explain that you had Jujube groomed on 
Tuesday and that he began vomiting today. Pardon? No, it was Tuesday at 11 am, Mrs. White. 
Do you want to write it down? Yes, I’ll wait…Jujube was groomed Tuesday morning at 11 am. 
Have you got that? We used Benchlow’s Small Breed Shampoo on Jujube and clipped his nails. 
We also cleaned his ears and expressed his anals…That’s right, Mrs. White. You will also need 
to tell the vet what Jujube has eaten since yesterday…No, no, I’m sure it was nothing you gave 
him… Now, if Dr. Sykes would like to call me, please tell her I’m in until 6 pm today and all day 
tomorrow.” Another long pause at Mike’s end. He seemed to be listening intently.

“You’re welcome, Mrs. White. I’m sure Jujube will be fine. Please keep in touch, will you? 
That’s right. Goodbye.”

Mike put the phone down and looked over at Jody who was frankly staring. He grinned at her 
and said, “I bet you’re glad I answered that one!”
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“What happened?” asked Jody.

“You know Mrs. White and Jujube?”

Jody nodded. She envisioned a rather trying 
client and her corpulent Pug. 

“Little Jujube is sick today and Mrs. White 
thinks it must have been something in the 
shampoo.”

“That’s ridiculous!” said Jody indignantly.

“Yes, it is,” Mike agreed.

“But Mike,” Jody frowned as she tried to 
choose her words carefully, “you, well, you 
kind of seemed to agree with Mrs. White. I 
mean, you gave her the name of the shampoo to give to the vet.”

“I did,” Mike agreed.

“But why didn’t you just tell her that it couldn’t possibly be the shampoo! I saw Jujube’s client 
card; he’s groomed about once a month. If the shampoo didn’t agree with him, we would have 
known by now. Anyway, I could have told her we’ve never had a dog have any kind of reaction 
to the shampoos we use!”

Mike laughed. “Now I’m glad that I answered that call! Is that what you would have done? Told 
her she was crazy and it had nothing to do with us?”

“Of course not!” said Jody. She knew Mike was teasing her, but she prided herself on her 
customer service.

“All right,” said Mike. “What would you have done?”

What would you have done if you had received the call from Mrs. White?

Jody thought. “I’m not sure,” she admitted. “I mean, I know it’s really important to listen to the 
customer and be polite, but…she was totally wrong!”

Mike glanced at the clock; there was still twenty minutes until Rufus was due for his clip.

Okay Jody. Let’s try it your way. I’m Mrs. White and you’re going to get my call. He held his 
index finger to his ear and his baby finger to his mouth.
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“Ring Ring! Is that The Grooming Place?” asked Mike in an outrageous falsetto.

Jody laughed. She held her fingers to her ear and mouth and said,

“Yes, this is Jody speaking. Is that Mrs. White?”

“I think you’ve seriously harmed Jujube! He’s been vomiting all morning! I thought he was 
acting very strangely after you groomed him yesterday!”

Jody decided that she would help ‘Mrs. White’ see the truth, so she said,

“Jujube was fine when he left here, Mrs. White. 
You even commented on how well he looked. 
Don’t you remember?” That should do it, 
thought Jody.

“I certainly didn’t,” shrieked Mike as Mrs 
White, his voice edging toward hysteria. “But 
he was well!” Jody insisted. “Anyway, we’ve 
used that shampoo on him every time he’s been 
here and there’s never been a problem!” Jody 
felt her face getting warm. This is ridiculous, 
she thought. I’m getting worked up over 
nothing!

“You say he was well,” said Mike, his voice quavering dramatically, “but I was never happy 
with how he looked! Now I think of it, I believe he was unwell the last time I brought him. 
I’m going to find another groomer, someone who uses shampoo that doesn’t disagree with my 
Jujube!” And eloquently, Mike tipped over his index and baby fingers to hang up the ‘phone’. 

Jody hung up too. Her face was red and she was surprised at how upset she felt. Mike grinned 
at her.

“Well?” he asked.

“You didn’t wait for me to speak,” cried Jody

“I didn’t want you to speak,” said Mike.

“But you didn’t let me tell the truth!”

“I didn’t want to hear it,” said Mike.

“Didn’t want to hear it?” echoed Jody.

“Right,” said Mike. “Rule number one about irate clients: let them tell the story their own way.”
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“Okay,” said Jody slowly, digesting this. “What’s rule number two?”

“Listen to them. Don’t interrupt. Don’t prejudge them. Just listen.”

Jody looked blank so Mike continued.

“I don’t think Mrs. White really thinks that the shampoo was bad for Jujube. She is afraid, that’s 
all. Her dog is vomiting and she is very upset. It was important for her to let me know all of 
that.”

“But Mike,” Jody persisted, “isn’t that slander, or something? I mean, what if she tells her 
friends that you use toxic shampoo?”

Mike shrugged his shoulders. “She may do that regardless; however, I doubt it. But let me ask 
you this: Would she be less likely to tell her friends if you interrupted her story and argued with 
her?”

Jody shook her head.

“The fact is, Jody, that most people just want to get their fear, frustration, anger – whatever it is 
– off their chests. Listening and really understanding can go a long way to actually strengthening 
your relationship with the client. Once she had finished venting, I was able to give her the 
information she really needed. She was panicking a bit and I had to be very clear. She was 
seeking advice from me, and I provided her the information she needed to give to the vet. Then 
did you notice how our call ended? Mrs. White thanked me. Don’t worry, Jody. The vet will 
know that Jujube’s sick tummy has far more to do with his rich diet than his bath! I’d be very 
surprised if we hear from Dr. Sykes.”

Mike was right; they didn’t hear from Dr. Sykes, but they did hear from Mrs. White.

“The Grooming Place, Jody speaking.”

“This is Mrs. White calling. Is Michael there?”

“No, I’m sorry Mrs. White, he’s having his lunch out today.” Jody paused and said, 
“Er, Mrs. White? How is Jujube?”

“Ohhh he’s so much better now, dear, thank you for asking. You know, Michael was so worried it     
 was the shampoo, but I told him…”

 Jody listened with a smile at her end of the phone. 
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Paws to Think

Mike tells Jody that listening to an angry customer can actually 
improve your relationship with that customer. How do you 
think this works?

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

What important information did Mike convey to Mrs. White? 
How did he make sure she heard it correctly?

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

What important lessons did Jody learn? 

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________
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Part 2
After this encounter, Mike thought he would give Jody a little extra training on customer service 
and listening skills. He printed an article by Russ Lombardo from the Internet and then discussed 
it with Jody.

Read the adapted article on Listening Skills on the next page, and answer the questions that 
follow.
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Enhance Your Listening Skills
Arguably, the most important skill in business is listening. Some of us are better listeners than 
others, but we all must work on our listening skills if we are going to maximize our success at 
work. If you are going to be effective in selling, serving customers or managing others, you will 
need to be able to listen effectively to what others are telling you. Listening is a key ingredient 
in proper communication. Errors and mistakes often arise out of poor listening and jumping to 
conclusions as a result. Listening carefully to others shows that you are interested in what they 
have to say and that you respect their input. Listening is a skill that all people need to master, 
both at work and in their personal lives. Understanding what someone else is really saying can 
often minimize future problems and sometimes uncover opportunities. 

Here are some simple tips for improving your listening skills:

1.   Try hard not to think about your response until the other person is done speaking. Trying  
      to form your response while the other person is still talking means you probably won’t hear  
      everything you need to hear.
2.   Don’t talk prematurely or interrupt. Allow the other person to complete their thoughts  
      before jumping in. Interrupting a train of thought can often get the conversation off on a  
      tangent and make it difficult to get back to what the other person wanted to say. 
3.   Concentrate carefully on what the other person is saying. Look at the other person when  
      they are speaking. Don’t thumb through papers or appear distracted. Carefully listen to  
      every word.
4.   Listen without bias. Before forming an opinion, let the other person explain their position.  
      If you allow past experience or your opinion about the other person to bias your ability  
      to listen effectively, what they are saying and what you interpret them to be saying could be  
      entirely different.
5.   Never assume you know what the other person meant if the wording is unclear. If someone  
      says that they need something “as soon as possible” does that mean now, tomorrow, next  
      week or some other time? If you assume that it means one thing and the person meant  
      another, you have a problem. Ask what they specifically mean when they make a comment  
      that is unclear. 
6.   Listen actively by nodding your head to acknowledge, making good eye contact, saying  
      things such as, “I understand” or “that’s interesting”. This tells the other person you are  
      listening attentively. Be careful not to overdo it in terms of nodding or making 
      acknowledging remarks, however. 
7.   Clarify by repeating in your own words when necessary what you understood the other  
      person to say. 
8.   Practise your listening skills every day. You will be amazed at how much more effective  
      your communication will turn out to be when you assume the responsibility of becoming an  
      excellent listener. One of the biggest obstacles to good customer service is ineffective 
      listening. Don’t let it negatively affect your performance and customer service.

      http://www.evancarmichael.com/Sales/409/Enhance-Your-Listening-Skills.html
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1.   This article talks about the importance of listening and gives eight listening tips. Which  
      would you say is your strongest listening skill? Which is the one you need to work on  
      the most? Give explanations for both of your responses.

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

2.   Tip number eight tells you to practise your listening skills. If you want good listening  
      skills for work, does it help to practise them at home or with your instructor or fellow  
      learners? Why or why not?

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________
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Ready for an Activity?

Activity 5-1
Mrs. Dalrymple wants to bring in her Standard Poodle, Ramses IV, for grooming. She is a new 
client, but she has plenty to say! Listen carefully to Mrs. Dalrymple. She will be asking for a 
Town and Country. This is a very specific breed cut that takes about three hours. 

1.   Listen carefully to Mrs. Dalrymple. Remember that she is angry but not with you! Don’t take  
      it personally. If you allow her to vent, she’ll feel a lot better.

2.   Make sure that you have all of the important details by confirming them with the client.

3.   Make Ramses IV an appointment for Thursday afternoon. Explain that this is the only day  
      this week that you have a three-hour time slot to devote to him. 

4.   Make sure you take down accurate instructions for Mike. 
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Learner Name_______________________________ 

Assessment
Assess yourself at the end of this chapter. You should be able to complete the following list of 
skills to successfully finish the curriculum. Hand in your self-assessment to your instructor. It 
will be returned to you with your instructor’s comments.

Instuctor Comments:

Page 128 of 133 

Learner Name  

Assessment

Assess yourself at the end of this chapter. You should be able to complete the 
following list of skills to successfully finish the curriculum. Hand in your self-
assessment to your instructor. It will be returned to you with your instructor’s 
comments.

Skill Have I successfully completed this skill? 

Listen to an irritated client without reacting 
negatively

[ ] yes 
[ ] yes, and would like more practice 
[ ] needs work 

Understand the important information the 
client wants to give me 

[ ] yes 
[ ] yes, and would like more practice 
[ ] needs work 

Confirm with the client the information 
that I have received 

[ ] yes 
[ ] yes, and would like more practice 
[ ] needs work 

Write down accurately the important 
details for the groomer 

[ ] yes 
[ ] yes, and would like more practice 
[ ] needs work 

Read an Internet article and apply its 
principles to myself 

[ ] yes 
[ ] yes, and would like more practice 
[ ] needs work 

This chapter was started on: This chapter was completed on: 

Instructor Comments: 
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Skills Transfer

In Chapter Five you’ve practised:

Listening and understanding information

►   Listening to an angry client without reacting negatively
►   Separating the client’s anger and comments from necessary 
       instructions

Providing clear information

►   Confirming the information that you have interpreted from the client is correct
►   Writing down this information accurately for the groomer to read

These are Essential Skills for a pet groomer; mastering these skills means you are one step 
closer to getting the job you want! Even if you’ve decided you would like more practice at 
these skills, you’ve made an excellent start.

Maybe without realizing it, you’ve learned something else, too. These Essential Skills are all 
transferable. This means you can take these skills and use them in other places and contexts.

The list below suggests some other ways in which you can use your Essential Skills. Can you 
add to the list?

Now that you can…

►   Listen to and understand                   
       an upset client without       
       becoming angry or defensive

►   Provide clear information to Mike   
       about a difficult grooming job

►   Read an Internet article on   
       listening skills and use it to reflect on   
       your own abilities

You can…

►   Listen to and understand a          
       friend or family member who           
       vents his/her frustration without 
       taking it personally

►   Take a complex phone message 
       for a friend or family member

►   Read an article on an issue like   
       healthy eating and apply its 
       suggestions to yourself
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Practitioner Notes for Chapter Five
Chapter Five is comprised of soft skill practice. There are two parts to the chapter. The first is 
a scenario, which focuses on listening skills and clear communication in a customer service 
context. The second part is a reading of an Internet article on listening skills with related 
questions. 

The scenario focuses on a phone call from a difficult client. Mike takes the call and then he and 
Jody discuss it afterward. 

In this activity, you or a volunteer play the role of a difficult client. You want to bring in 
your Standard Poodle for a very specific breed clip. The learner’s instructions are:

1.   Make Ramses IV an appointment in the appointment book. 
2.   Make sure you take down accurate instructions for Mike. 
3.   Try and listen to what’s really bothering Mrs. Dalrymple and reassure her.

Phone the learner and either use the following script or ad lib for better effect. The learner should 
incorporate good listening skills as per the article from Part Two.

Script
Hello, this is Mrs. Dalrymple calling. A friend recommended The Grooming Place to me. I don’t 
imagine you can be worse than the last groomer, so I’m willing to give you a try.

(Pause. Learner should be polite and helpful, not defensive. He or she should not interrupt!)

My Standard Poodle is Ramses IV. He is the fourth generation champion to bear that name. 
For the first time ever, I have missed Chandler’s Poodle Show, because of the appalling clip he 
received at Scissor Hands Groomers. It has taken months for his legs to recover! I was never so 
mortified and I’m sure Ramses IV felt it too!

(Another pause. The learner should indicate somehow that she or he hears you.)

Now, I want to bring Ramses IV in this week. I would like him to have a Town and Country clip. 
I will tell you exactly how to do it. Scissor Hands said they knew how and positively butchered 
the job! 

(Another pause. Learner should assure you that she or he is listening and will write down the 
information.)
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You would never know it to look at him, but Ramses IV’s face is always shaved. Make sure that 
his ears are rounded and not cut straight! A Town and Country always has one length on the 
back; make sure to use a number four. Now, this is most important: leave the hind legs full. If 
you need to, just trim with scissors. Scissor Hands indeed! Ramses IV’s hind legs were clipped I 
tell you! Disgusting. And make sure his feet are shaved very neatly. Have you got all of that?

(Pause. Learner should confirm or clarify information.)

Oh yes, and one more thing. Ramses IV has his own shampoo and finishing products. I will bring 
them with me. Now, when can I bring him in?

Thursday afternoon? That will be fine. Thank you.

Answer Key
The learner should have jotted down the pertinent details of the clip for Mike.

Important details are as follows:

Ramses IV (Standard Poodle) had a bad clip and Mrs. Dalrymple a bad 
experience.

Owner wants a Town and Country

•   Rounded ears
•   Shaved face
•   #4 blade on back (all one length)
•   Legs left full and hand scissored as needed
•   Feet neatly shaved

Client will bring in shampoo and finishing products
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Part Two
Part Two is a reading from the Internet. The learner should hand in answers to the two questions 
related to this article. 

1.   This article talks about the importance of listening and gives eight listening tips. Which  
      would you say is your strongest listening skill? Which is the one you need to work on  
      the most? Give explanations for both of your responses.

Answers will vary but should show some thoughtful insights into the learner’s own listening skill 
level.

2.   Tip number eight tells you to practise your listening skills. If you want good listening  
      skills for work, does it help to practise them at home or with your instructor or fellow  
      learners? Why or why not?

In effect, the learner is asked to discuss listening as a transferable skill. The learner should 
confirm that practising listening at home or with the instructor and other learners should improve 
their listening skills at work and offer a brief explanation. This is the only correct answer. If 
the learner does not answer correctly, then he or she is missing the critical concept of transferable 
skills and should review those sections in previous chapters.
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What’s the Next Step?

Now that you have completed the Pet Groomer Curriculum, 
you’re ready for the Pet Groomer Demonstration. Let your 
tutor or instructor know.

Your successfully completed curriculum and demonstration 
will show that you have many of the Essential Skills required 
to be a pet groomer. Be sure to update your résumé to include 
both the Pet Groomer Curriculum and demonstration.

Good luck with the Pet Groomer Demonstration 
and your future job search.


